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Volum ZU, Noe 1

Center (or Applied
Linkuietice

1118 2204 Street, N.V.
Washington, 1r 200)7

Oeceeber, 1985

Editorsi JAM Staten
Joy 1014,ft Peyton
Shelley Outatein

Dialogue Journals as a Readfng Event
Nihon I woe in here, l always flip the pages. wanting to read your

opinions or stories 1' really enjoy writing and get feedback Man you
as we're a lot the some and Po glad Go know that we ere libeller to each
other.° -- a wtodent at 0Alimudet WWII, writing to his teacher, 1002

The dialogue Journal began AS a vsy to
communicate in the classroom (and probably
in other settings not yet donumeInted), u4t
aa * writing practice or method. However,
about the time the dialogue journal C480 to
the attention of some researchers (1979),
there was a new focus on the peed for chil-
dren to write more, and on the lack of
meaningful w:iting In schools. This new
focus helped generate tasediste interest in
dialogue Journals as a writing event. Dut
obviously, the dialogue is also a powerful
reeding event. This issue of DIALOGUE Is
one way of re-directing our focus from the
writing to the resdin benefits of using
dialogue journaliid of stressing the
reading...writing connection.

This year, every education conference
seess to be about the "reading-writing"
connection. All too often, the connection
is being made in the rhetoric of the arti-
cle rather than In classroom practices
being described. There are certainly
theoretical reading-writing connections to
be found --in the similarity of cognitive
processing required, in the use of schema

fere at-44 4'spart
Dialogue Writig: Analysis of Student -
Teacher Interactive writing la the Learning

LLELElish
as a Second Language, by Kreefto

ye Staten, Reed and Norroy. 1984.

A research end practitioner report on dia-
logue journal use in an ESL classroom.
Available for $25. Send orders v2 Joy
Peyton, c/o Center for Applied Linguistics;
make cbeckk, payable to Center for Applied
Linguistics.

tor understanding end planning/predicting,
in the way that reading powerful literature
supports good writing end that involvement
In one's own writing leads to excitesent
for reading.

114t dialogue Journals offer sometlAng
more then theory. They ere a practical
instance of reading awl writing bound
together in single functional experinnce.
In this issue, two teachers' accounts of
the use of dialogue journals for reeding
and two research-supported reflections
focus on the richness of the reeding
involved in the dialogue, and tts clear
influence on the more visible aspect of the
process --students' writing.

We are fond of saying that "dtaloaus
journals are like a friendly conversation,
in which too participants write back end ,

forth to each other." We want to mend
that to read "...write beck and forth 03
each other, thus constructing,a eutualIi
Iptereeting readini_text about self-

text meritId
:leaning for bot reader..
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Dialogue Journals ond Reading Comprehension

'áapfV.I4wy

Traditionelly, it is thoueht that
children first /earn to speak, then read,
then writs. No eceepteble research Of
tneory carves as a basis for approschins
reading before writing and speaking effort
reading. Rather, the 'lotion me* to have
evolved es an artifact of institutionel
schooling. That is, children learn to talk
before they even setter school. Once school
starts, the practice is to teach children
to understand the written symbols that
represent talk, ea a decoding of speech.
finally, once this is learned, Children are
taught to encode or writs on peper that
which they can now reed or decode.

What has contributed post to this con-
cept that reeding end writing ars 'towable
tasks Ms our need for linearity. There
seem) to be, IA the human sind, o need to
reduce topics to some sort of minimal and
necessarily sequential units. The widely
cherished notion of a taxonomy of basic
educational objectives that can be opera-
tionally defined is partially responsible
tor this. However administratively or
industrially stcractive puch a notion may
be, it runs gout of the even more basic
ides of our essential humanity. It may be
possible to build lawn sowers in ouch a
eanner, but human learning turns out to be
constderably sore couple*. Sy gaining
industrial efficiency, we tend to lose our
husenity. Sy answerirg the question *hoar
we tend to lose sight of the human gump-
tion, *why?*

While it empeed reasonable, or et least
efficient, to assume the linger kvposeesie
of peaking to reading to writing, this
essueption has led to great problems in
helping Children acquire literacy. Tor one
thing, the material to be read was often
very 'alike the talk in which a young child
rogularly engages. If learning is to to
facilitated, predictability la crucial.
Children sieply do ao talk the way their
books read. It also followed, logically,
that if what they read wee the modal for
what they wrote, their writing would also
be very unlike the lay they talk. lbe
basic prOblim, as formulated here, is that
learning to read and write, unlike learning
to speak, ham been situated in unrealistic
and unpredictable models of lansuage.

41.111. `'

Our first research on dialogue journal
writieg (Staten, Puy, Rreeft and Nrs. R.
1912) poioted the way to a solutioe to this
probles. Dialogue writing is erntech4ike ie
nature. (It captures the netural phrasing
children already use in understaedins what
other say). It I. clatter hy far to the
actual talk of both perticipents then any of
their writing in school contexts could be.
Our first question then became, 'Is dislogue
journal ratitt more functionet,'"nere utter-
friendly, gore developeentally facilitated
then essay (or other more formulaic) writ-
ingr Research has answered this question
very positively. It is.

tut there is more. If it is true that
children learn to think more clearly, write
better and communicate sore effectively in
dieloeue journal writing, whet can be said
about their reeding developeent to this
mediumt la dialogue journal reading store
functional, more user-responsive, more
developeentally adapted for comprehension
that basal reoderel

lv all of the dialogue journals analysed
to date, it is clear that even with non-
native English speakers, the teacher's writ-
ing is Frocessed in such a way that it Ls
largely comprehended, suggesting that such
reading provices excellent comprehension
practice.

An objection might be made, howeverp
"Isn't it easter to reed Linguae when it to
written about familiar topic, especially a
topic which the readers introduced them-
selves?" Of course it is, but shouldn't
reeding be learned in familiar contexts, with
known audiences, on familiar topic*? Isn't
such imactice at the very core of "starting
with children where they are?*

In one analysis of student comprehension
of dialogue journal text, 2 studied the jour-
nal of a high school student at a school for
the deaf. Diana (eot her real name) scored
at third grade reeding level on the Stanford
AChieveeent Test adapted tor administration
to the hearing impaired (SAT-SI).

I took her dialogue joureal for the year,
and compared ber readies coeprobension of her
teacher"s writing with her SAT-uessured com-
prehension. Naos scored 92X accuracy in

2 4

(Continued on p. 3)



(Continued (rom p. 7)

understanding the tetcher's questions, 44
detereined by my enslyste. She sacred 100%
in responding sppropristely (i.e., with
undernanding) to the teacher's propositions,

ft, then, would a "Rodent achieve ouch Is

low Imre an the reedit* teat, Whet the
queitions on the SAT were analyted linguis-
tically, it was revened that in 40% of these
goestions, prepontion (1A 22., mago
jaw etc.) fru

i
ited the key words or cospope

honsioa end selection of the correct viewer:
Propositioe meaning I. cos nf the rest dif-
ficult for nenwnstive speakers to promos.
Diana, beteg deaf, te oot a tattoo Rngliah
speaker any nor* then a lonely, student h.
Nor SAT 'mores, therefor*, mere detereloed by
4 disproportiotately large quentity of the
most difficult (for ber) grameatical

In her dialogue journal, Where much sore
pawn is evellable *outmoding the most
ditticult prepositions, ohs processed the
peening in an elmost*native-like manner, 04
shown by her intelligent responses. Thie
suggests tiot,only the inadequacies of iso-
lated, de-contextualised sentence* AS an
fficleat means of measuring comprehension
but also that dialogue journal interactions
are an excellent tey to acquire a language
awl reading competence, largely because of
the contestual redundancy that natural lan-
guage cantatas.

Diana's ability to comprehend dialogue
journal text better than test question prose
le a clear product of the predictability end
contextual relevauce of the stimulus language
**countered. The revered linear process of
speaking to reading to writing obviously doss
not wort for a deaf child. It I. likely,
le fact, that such linearity does cot work
tor any learner. Writing and readies are in-
separable tasks and the closer the material
to be reed and written is to natural lan-
guage, the more efficient the learning will
be.

BACK ISSUES
4E01

lack issues of the newsletter, with a his-
tory of dialogue jouran research and a
bibliography, are available for $3. Send
orders to Jens Staten cio Center for
Applied Linguistics; mai* checks payable to
UNMOOR PUSS.

3

Secret Mew psi Dialogue Jov Peals
as a Readies Hvont

tym Moroi, foiriss Coonly Public 141)44

Throv &fey the Ophabet Hash Mo-ws* with the boriog drills, ?ergot the
14444 vorkbook peon My kindergarteoer*
first beget keepieg personel joureals the
day after I retureed from a writing eye-
pony* where I heard of using journals in
kiedergerten.

I teach in a "Ostia needo° sthoola
achool identified se having a large number
of low-income students, a high minority
populatioo, an a diatrepancy between
achievement end performance. I con!t *souse
thst stodents will me* to school with
any koowledge of the alphabet or sound/sym-
bol relatiooships; end in many cases they
do not recognise their noose in print. $o
when Richard drew a picture of a dog i4 his
journal, decided dog vile spelled "0" owl
linked, 'Teacher, whet shop* 040," I sew
journal writins es an effective end
efficient teaching method to meet their
needs. H. was learning letter recogmition,
phonics, visual memory, end expressive lan-
guage.

My Children wrote in their journals
daily end progressed through the stages of
using initial 'weds, to adding en ending
souod, to using vowels 'medially, and began
writing phrase* end sentences. It wee
exciting and rewardingfor me end the
children! They discovered they could com-
eunicate through the written word, a
revelation that was especially valuable to
the children leaning English es a second
language. (I have a mixture of motive and
**emotive English speakers is ey class.) I
was so coevinced of the efficacy of journel
writing that I never slimed an opportunity
to attend a workshop or to give an loser-
vice on witting with five-yeer-olds.

I retureed 040 afternoon from yet
another workshop to find in Clairp's Jour-
nal her protest of mi absence: *I LIKE MRS.
MURRAY MAWS YOU ARS XICE. ALMS PCET-

i I. ;Kt. Hrs.. utipv
113 K2 estou Rc IT;C5
1.91\Mit ir*Ver

(Continued on p. 4)



(Costieued fro. p. 3)

Sy this time, I wasn't perticslarly Hotter.,by the first meteor. Wows I knew all toowell the process by which Claire had producedit. Anyone writieg with yo NI childre. is
aware of tho el like or !Pk love yokes..
Iveryoos keows le° and 40004410 In the close
very early testes to open like or °love.°Alter that, irbele, Noe tags, algae, book
titles, rreviuwe joyful eetries, In fact
anythiee that 444 he copied provides the
nding to the oesteece, without regard tomeanies. In Claire's case she hed learetd tospell like° from a cleaseate, copied sty 0444from the cleesrooe door, sod added sheceuee
you ore nice after

tlippleg heck through herjournal to $ page where I hed imitated shetell es why she liked sooroes. The salwaye
meeting° pert vas probably true. In other
students' joureals there were entries such 44.1 UPS November" Moe a celesda") end °Ilike crayole (els-copied iesteed of the word
°orange" from a crerin). °I TeRTW %me
at least a sood effort of epellies trttera-
tops, but thie stodent was capable of an such
nore

I wee setting frustrated with the writing.
After a few moths, the daily persoosi

joureals weren't as exciting for the chtl-dr.*, or for meg overrate wee settles tory.It wasn't only that the writing woe becomtog
o predictable end hum-drue, but that I felt
the ampectatioos tor these chtllren were toolow. laving ogee their progress end emir
initiative in other areas, I knew they could
tooting* to grow here.

Vs were all ready for a Choose when
colleague seggested miss dialogue pumas
to stiestate writing. I enplaned to the
child's* that after they read aloud to es the
page they had written Le their joureal thatday, I woeld write each of them s 'secret
message width we would reed towbar themot day before writing again. The lessegewas a teapots. to what they bed Written, end

4

esetises iellsded a *411St1nn in hope ofgenii* thee to espend on a topic. Whetplowed se wee their esthusinte for°reeding" on4 onewerieg the secret 0000AltoeVen a a b, weft over it the oiler dep,
The I44471Wat they could rood on titeirowe spreed quickly through th class. Icouldn't decide who wen sore pivoted,
Coeole or 1, whets 04 breught so the fol-
lowing page end eoweced, °I aireedy
eoettered.°

Zi(k
TiADINtitir

GP*10,
Dver

ve you WA. o 44tivierittort
bast? 14COff vr u heft 43 4ftreft,.44kiffset oosoost Conal mit obto4 st?

to E.
wax Btlik va

Yr"

It was not unusual for a child to copy
4 word I bed used aod take it We for
help from parent. (say tovolveeent fromhoes was a very desirable coesequeoce).
And the cooperation mom the children,
helping each other figure out the mosso,
use another boost which I hadn't emoted
on. °I've got the same word In ey journal.
I think Ito. where; or °I know that! It's

Oee aspect of dialogue journals which
is soot pacifying is that It is possible
to truly Ledivtduslies reeding instruc-
tion. Twenty-five children? Wo. Twenty-
five readies groupsi

tech diety/sue journal otestom with a
child is an otoortuelty tot 444.4$0c44,
end can be tuned tote a tailor-eade
lessom with a specific objective. Whether
student is reedy to Isere cootractioss

amid compound words or I. et the earlier
stage of visual ditscrietestion, of Undies
a word that starts with the saes totter,
each day each student gets the lesson that
be es she needs.



'rho Tieschttes Writing ssin
sofa Stotoo

In it moittoo dialogue, 04 t..sb.r sod
studeot togsther ors estetructiog a roodiog
toot, solos tho otudoat'o iatersits, coo*
woo, sod vocohotery ow the tool* for tho
tescheres oloborotioo, libito Otero io
111119 4frUPW thot thio 0404tit4t40 4
*slid roodlog ',mot, me moy sok how cool..
tivety dosoodiog io thy toecher's WI
oe tax. Coo may to go about 8410041104
thst queotioo to to outdo, Cho 4TI4104
teat a tho dialogue io comparisoo to Cho
tont* of hoest toodoro which oro vottoidored
oppropriste for the child's readlog level.
Does tho timber's writiog, dime quickly
sod without thought od cootrolled vocabu-
lary or cooplexity of test tructure, match
the quality of mritlog I. boost ruder.?

A. art *oomph' of how this nowt% coo
be cooducted, I chomp on. studeat'a dia-
log** jouroal imet the *soloed basal roador
frail or* of Wolf* teees clause at
Alexandria Atmore School. Hichsel had
rtcontly coo* to this country from Surma;
at the bestowing et lath grade he mes
tooted sod sesigaird to s Levet 4 reeder
(spproxiaately secood grate) to ooe ot the
major boast reeding **ries.

the tarot reader texts at Level 4 ore
witteo io very etspltfied prose, eod rely
oo the illustrations for moth ot their
colaslon and meentag. A simple a0 tho text
from one *tory ts given !adroit

Key said, 'Sere C4414.9 a moo.
VW to he, OW
to he the too mat?'

'Tee, he to," said Dad.

*The otephoot seios the sae,"
sold Nays

°This leNsot coo roe, Dod.°

Oaring the Met vests of *dont,
Michael sad the teacher mere also risottos
sad writttog together la their dtstogue
journal. Om the sixth day, Michael's eatry
aad the teacher'. response read like thter

5

Mithaelt (teptoobor lb, MO)
svis hood, vow Snow I'm Jive in Ovr0000.
tho him Wool to mo good. vam know 040
At tato harm oehaol Jo no free tench. At

the Americo stortaral I; good fres tench end
tho goose Jo foamy wove At the WOW
oohol Jo oo gloom Oolv io vow oon fight
oo I &oft liko tho Oormo oohool, The
Americm mehool to °vow very good node*
soet goo men oktp to the 6 pato of I pot,
enythinei go I ilk. osos AMOriCO Wool.
where ore vow mom (r)ot maw old are yoo
Nob, Mood. Mom OW On. Need, hero Jo all
to good friend.

tiro. *boat

Pa 614 vau aro ot Alemandrie Avowe
yahoo!. vov ;tad* end voth mo hard mo yea
will be very omen. It to good to Learn to
ptov pave to get owe/Woe. to groo veil
voryone mod* to oot good tench. Moor
land iftwAv bottor 41 you hove won tho
right foods I vs* born in Idshoo It is in
the United Muter. I me vory oldf Yost
Everyone to glet to be air friend 00 mv dm
not Alt or tight.

I soalyto4 Chop two **trio; ood Imo
trete the spring of the wear for eyotsctic
cosplexity sod discourse structtir4, ia tem-
porises to tha ',toot reader text. Tho
table helow shows the oomparieoo of 16urtit
scam on live steamiest

ItEtlipp.xt
Aasigoed &soot Text

Wheel's tall Di 6.3

Seed's tali SJ

Michael's Struts Di 11.1

Kre. Reed's Spriog DJ 17.6 9

Theo* owes reflect reel dIrterestoo Ma
the text structure. The bust feeder hoes
only one complex seoteoce. Wichsel on the
sloth day at mentos does bettor: two tom-
vowed end ooe tempt**. The teacher's
gowns, matches ble rottter oweesolyr 3
complex asateoces, all describiag coodt-
tioael retattooships between otttoos sod
evertts. Sy 4/stein tho toacher has greatly

(Cootiotted ao p. 6)



(Cootlieed tree p. $)

locreeeed t** 0041.1.4ity of her writies,deseedlog ouch MAW eeopieheeelee ova
leterneleg free the etudeet. tan III Ioaf,. ef OOF whim,

MO: Seed, Afell 10, 1941

1,011, / wflJ eoploie who 400oN am wetvery "Wet tor one mien* at 0 o'eleell Ihlowales. In Atlanta, hie eltv in wor04dted Awes, then *WA *own AI ehtlotron
41440 110 someone flf mph, sere than oso#44"..m, Inoy hove mot eetpht thet *oft*ion poreens Ne were twill Wet eive vsdonee to fterveher that 21 hove beenkilled' 1,1 (*silky hove been sallieftet oft$feel so sed *mews, their chtliren oredemi. it Wee es a chime to remember
thet oven here in toe Anpelee there arewish people. Moye sod girls met etoy*wee free 'tamer, on4 even stay awe /roe
Pfloph, Uwe know. 4f thee. moot. de motsot the woe the, shoeldi

An 011,4 sore topercent Afforests noesto the discount etter, sad foetal.**fond tm the dialemee toterectioes. Thebout nadir et this tent is filled with
descriptions sod earretives that sre cord-

wodesaadiest of the stedeot. I. thedtalogee jeered, to entreat, both %ScheelGad the nether ere settles rgemeate,miss for a potat eC view sod effort**widow to support it. The teecher's soft-ie discusses relatioeehips bastes snotsasd toct1008, sod uses mint sod Vesperalcomjeoctive 4evices-11A jecavei, kf orderlap Mee text tat oar amino the wsyMaChael Webs mod urine Vet itdemands chat be Wok. She limeade teler*odes sod !restos e* cootiostons to ordprfor her test to be lad/mood.

Michael's predectios of written lan-guage gives the tescher cootteest evtesocef What be ces comprebeed la readies, andtomes the lover boweiar, of %to moos ofpremise" developoest. The nether'snevem, moose to be lust Wised %Ssgreef%-idamaadieg greater teferoacteg sodeyetheate ef boowledge, sod cheagteg es beprovides reideects et mete cosproben-silos.

Diatopo Joursisto hi HeedingChum
*Wee leAersoio tomwslyel Getwse loan 11,

Disloese Pearled whim* nears* 41e .legs' joerael reedlog. it Cs seder Ole
presto+, that I hen jestified sole* jeer.oil, le readies deem. I discovered,
however, &et jeereel eethenges teo f4,414.flOre 0144 pere4441,

1404404.prestige. Moth 110 Legate Peed. 014stetweet of dittoes. pored* eyelet,. set e4Okflo mf 'Mr Overflew's wit% teuntioit.t0044 I decided to elicit tm writioe ey
weiverelty eft etudeote°

feeling. 'hoot the
r#041A. promos. Ii Owe by fotleslog Of00 a hooesert anieeseet led s donnaselereeelom. I had sted todge+, a meek
Witior to *peed filo** Wastes a day
reeding eseethiag of their owe choice is
goelleht able wite met te lode& hopewortoftigameote. te clots we %ad Woo diets*.
Slag seye to learn vecabslery, sad etudeete%ad bee* Aortae "tricks" that sorted lerthee.

witheet a thevelmt omen. **toe
dielogwe joemale with tide close (I weeelm* %aim them daily in soother Got),pseeed est slips of paper sod *eked mo-
dem. whet they had bete nails* sod whatthey 414 in order to remember mew vet/be-Isry. Wee I read their respoosee thsteveoleg, I milted that the prom's efrealise was 'pique to each erne of thee.Sees had very definite, established prece-dent tor ettectioe their evading *twist,moue peat thee Mite& bet sere sot veryWaived ts the preemie. Sege telt tee,-
vire, Most of the studeste, hoverer,
tweed eager to share their &otiose sadmethods I. this

moo-threetetkieg, soolvdg-swat COOteato
I mattered oor "coeversatiose teweekly settle* for the sevelimovel, sessloo,sad although we dtdet coot(e* ovreelves

exclusively to the topic of reedits*, I
emerged from the esperieen with e betterides of slut of studeate wore ping throughwith regard to mites sod bew I toad
Imelp. I ate* leaned that soot stodeote
bed very healthy stretegief for beanie;vocabulary. Sous used secheigeso each esstodylog the same vocabulary over a periodof ties, readies teats of stetter topics,or writing permed

dictisoarits is teallebwith oew words to Gwent.

(Cootioved on ps 1)



(COotimetd (ree toe 4)

two WM swifts type, at Neoeflto to
the otodoote tress thie Mod of dirocted dlow
lom pommel writiag. Oise lo 4404 Choy ose
got foodboth shout theft realists procteaeoe
ors they so tho '441 mock or got/ Oat Mu..
den°. appreoch to teoroleg mew vocoholory
woe to took 44 the iletiomory whomover he
esocoostered o sow word *Ito motto*. Vhea 1
tumotted that he mot tore to the *Allow,
befog* aryl** to Nom the total**, be
respoodo4;

As Per OP ite illIffleolt to poet* lotto*,
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'to language learning.) I decided neaping
.thest with idioms and phrases oiled the con-
tinual flow of communication --my goal.

-Marie Rice, Takoms, WA
. .

With Native English Speakers in High School

I am a high school teacher in a year -
round school. After hearing dbout dialogue
journals from Sara Sill in the USC Writing
Project, I began to use the journal with one
senior writing class of about 20 students on
the first day of the semester. As I'm sure

:you have heard before, I wasn't sure that
the idea would work with older students
(Sara had said that it was being used at all
levels but the truth is I wasn't sure that
I could keep up with the answering of 20
students). I was delighted with the results,

,so I began using them with two other
classes (about 70 students).

The students were allowed to turn in
their journals whenever they wanted to do
so; I gave them credit for the amount of
writing they did, not for the quality of the
writing. That way I did not get every jour-
nal every day; in fact, I answered between
15 and 20 daily.

I was truly amazed by what happened in
the journals. Some students who would not
talk in class became garrulous in writing.
Others used it to develop short stories and
fantasies. One young man ceased doing any
other assignments and wrote wonderfully
humourous tall tales about why he had
failed to turn in his vocabulary sentencei.
After he developed some confidence in me, be
wrote at length about being an abused child.
It may have been another fantasy, but the pain
he poured onto those pages rang true. He
gave me permission to use this quote, after
describing what his father had done to him.

hml to tell someone. its easier to
writ* it down then to say It to some-
ones, face. you know I think I have
forgiven him for doing that to se but I
ain't sure. If you ever ask me oraly
about this I will deny I know what you
are talking about.

If anything convinced ma that the journals
are a priceless tool, not only for develop-
ing writing skills, but also for improving
.understanding and communication between me

e and my students, it was this misspelled and
ungrammatical cry. I have also found that I
prefer reading their journals to grading
'their journals to grading their papers. The
'journals really take a load off the teacher.
,I hive found a wmy,to get the students to
write spontaneously, without jumping through
hoops togive them a pre-writing experience.

-Cynthia Shelton, Long Beach, CA 11'

Presentations .

Joy Zreeft Peyton and Jodi Crandall of
CAL spoke at the Foreign Service Institute
on "Dialogue Journals: Making the Rw,cling4
Writing Connection," as part of the 'Anglia!
Language Teaching Seminar for the Overseas
Briefing Center.

Two presentations on dialogue journals
are planned for the TESOL '86 convention 11
Anaheim, March 3-7, 1986. As part of a
panel on journal writing, Joy Kreeft Peytot
will review recent research on dialogue
journals with ESL students and Margaret
Walworth of Callaudet College will tall
about dialogue journals with deaf college
students. Also, Joy Peyton has proposed tg
present a paper on acquisition of grammati-
cal morphology in ESL students' dialogue
journal writing. We don't know yet if out
proposals have been accepted, but look for
us on the program!

Jana Staton will talk on the teacher'
writing as reading text at the Marylar
State Reading Association in February, 198i
and the Virginia State Reading Association
in March, 1986.

Far East Travels
Three of our favorite people have beg

or are now somewhere in Asia this fall
doing their best to encourage (we almost
said convert) everyone to try dialogue jou]
nals. Chances are that those they hai

visited will soon start conducting dialogue
journal workshops of their own, so, those
of you in Asia, watch for them.

Nancy Rhodes of the Center for Applig
Linguistics spoke in November to an appliek
linguistics graduate seminar at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong on the use of dia-
logue journals in the EFL classroom.

Frances A. Davis, Princeton Re-
search Forum, gave three lectures whict
included information about dialogue journal
for the English department, International
School of the Sacred Heart in Tokyo; in Hot
Kong for about 80 social services, rehg
bilitation and vocational counselors ar

deaf educators, and at the Conassion Schm
for the Deaf in Singapore. She also manage
to conduct a workshop for teachers in tt
refugee camp at Phanat Nikhom, Thailand. .

Madeline Adkins, a research assiseint c
Joy Kreeft Peyton's NIE grant, is now teact
ing in Japan at the National Language
Laboratory School in Kyoto, and has begun t
conduct workshops for fellow teachers there
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NEXT ISSUE; Dialogue Journals in ESL, EiL, and Bilinival Eaucation

The use of dialogue journals in ESL, EFL, and bilingual education classrooms is boom-
ing and growing at all levels, from kindergarten to adult education, and from beginning r.k
advanced levels of English proficiency. Our next issue will focus on this sajor area of
education, from both a practitioner and a research point of view. Please let us know if
you would like to in.buit an article, either presenting your practice or summarizing your
research. Information or observations in the form oi letters are also welcome. WE WANT
TO HEAR FROM YOU. Send to Joy Peyton at CAL.

loW

Subscription Form

For new subscribers and renewals (if you have not subscribed since June, 1985).

I would like to recei.4e one year's subscription of Dialogue for 1966. Enclosed please
find my check for $3 (made payable to Handbook Press).

Name

Mailing Address

Professional Affiliation

Phone (W) ( )

r7 Enclosed also is $5 for the Back issues of Dialogue including a history of dialogue
journal use, publications list, and dissertation abstracts.

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, and theory of dialogue
journals, a practice of coumunicating in writing about topics of mutual
interest through continuous, functional conversations between (usually)
learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal means of
sharing information, ideas end concerns among those Who have tegun using
dialogue journals in the United States and in other countries. It is an
outgrowth of a National Institute of Education research grant to describe
and analyze the purposes, structure and benefits'of dialogue journal com-
munication (Analysis of Dialogue Journal Writing as a Communicative Event,
Center for Applied Linguistics, 1982). For more information about research'
and practical applications, please write Jana Staton, c/o Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1118 - 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20037.

D/ALOGUE appears approximately three times a year, at a cost of $3.00 to cover
duplication and mailing. A volume of back issues is available for $5.00.
Make checks payable to Jana Staton.
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS IN ESL SETTINGS

This issue grows out of the tremendous
appeal of dialogue journals with students
learning English as a second language (ESL).
Dialogue journals are being used in as many
different ESL contexts as we can think of: at
early elementary levels, with teenagers, and
with adults; in bath adult basic education
and university classes; for early literacy
development as well as for discussion of
advanced literary texts; in language arts and
content classes--social studies, math, and
science; in ESL pull-out and mainstream classes
with a few ESL students. Four sessions at the
TESOL Convention in March focused on dialogue
journal writing. Why has this practice caught
on so quickly and made so much sense in so
many different settings?

Possibly the most important reason may
also be the most obvious: dialogue journal
writing allows genuine communication--an
opportunity for a student lemming a new lan-
guage and culture to use the language in a
meaningful, functional context, with another
person who is more proficient. As Courtney
Cazden points out in the first article of
this issue, when our educational methods and
materials become so carefully structured and
compartmentalized that the socially embedded,
interactive msture of language and learning
gets lost in our curriculum, we need to
search for new opportunities for establishing
human relationships with language.

OPEN HOUSE AT ARRA

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1986, 5-7 P.M.,

For anyone using or interested in dialogue
journals or research thereon--come and find
out what others are doing!

Sheraton Palace Hotel

Hosted by Jana Staton and Roger Shuy
(Check at desk for Staton/Shuy room number).

enjo,:vage galoguelottcr'n:tswnlIntgisirl,wboth
for tnem and for their students. Even stu-
dents with a history of paor school perfor-
mance, who have done very little reading or
writing and shown little interest in any-
thing related to schoolwork, have blossomed
in the dialogue journal interaction. Their
enthusiasm, often confined initially to this
context, has eventually spilled over to their
other work. How else mill students become
invested in language and take pleasure in
using it than by using it far enjoyable
purposes?

Even we -have been surprised at the
versatility of dialogue journals. Leslee
Reed, with whom we first worked, developed
her own approach, to suit her and her stu-
dents' needs. In this issue she discusses
how the concept of sheltered English, so
popylar in ESL education today, applies to
written dialogue as well. As other teachers
hear about the practice, they quickly adapt
the basic framework (a regular, ongoing,
written conversation) to meet their particu-
lar needs. Initial questions that we had
about the adaptability of the practice are
being answered by students and teachers work-
ing together to find those answers.

(Continued on p. 2)
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Linda Hughes addresses one question in
this issue: How can written dialogue be
begun and maintained with very young stu-
dents in an ESL pull-out program, who have
little exposure to written communication and
little time in the pull-out class?

The written interaction is a valuable
source of knowledge--certainly about stu-
dents' interests, concerns, and progress,
but also about the teacher's own effective-
ness in communicating with different stu-
dents. Linda Sellevaag discusses patterns

of development in the writing and attitudes
about writing of university ESL students.
Shelley Gutstein explores the possibility of
using dialogue journals as a performance
measure of students' communicative ability.
The review of Robby Morroy's dissertation
identifies teacher strategies that promote
student communication.

With dialogue journal writing, we have
rediscovered what we knew all along. When
we find an effective practice, that involves
a genuine exchange of ideas, the possibili-
ties for its use are limitless.

ESL Teachers as Language Advocates for Children
- Courtney B. Cazden. Harvard University

Maximizing stpients' time-on-task is
widely advertised these days as a prescrip-
tion for all our educational ills. Unfortu-
nately, the nature of the tasks don't get
nearly as much attention as the amount of
time. They deserve far more attention, par-
ticularly because of the influence on the
curriculum of multiple-choice tests.

An historical discussion of this influ-
ence is presented by anthropologist and
social historian Shirley Brice Heath and
high-school English teacher, t-. 'a Brans-
combe, drawing on Calhoun's 111 ical analy-
sis (1970) of rho Utelligeoce or a People:
From an historical examination of bow
American intelligence changed between
1750 and the mid-twentieth century,
Calhoun believes that "Intelligence is
first of all a kind of social relation"
(Calhoun, p. 28), and argues that through-
out the history of Merican schooling,
teachers and tests judge the mental capa-
city of students on the basis of their
performance as communicator and audience.
Yet, the varieties of toys in which stu-
dents could learn to respond as communica-
tor and audience decreased sharply after
1870, when schools began to place pore and
more emphasis on standardized written
tests as measures of intelligence. Per-
formance of disjointed skills replaced
earlier emphases on holistic conceptions
of communicator and audience. Levels of
testing teased apart certain areas of
competence in communicating, but left con-
cealed the ways of blending these to
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achieve the whole: an "audience commun-
ity," (Calhoun, p. 340) sharing experiences
through oral and written communication....
Through mechanistic linguistic tasks, such
as spelling tests and grammar drills,
schools claim to impart communication
skills. Yet, the academic discourse forms
which lie at the heart of success in the
higher levels of schooling--oral and written
extended prose, sequenced explanation, and
logical arguments--rarely receive explicit
identification and discussion (shortened
from Heath and Branscombe, 1985).

The danger of such "reductionism"- -frac-
tionating complex tasks into component parts
that, no matter how well practiced, can never
reconstitute the complex whole--applies to
all education today. But it must be of spe-
cial concern where second language learning
is a significant educational goal.

What can teachers do? Hbw can teachers
advance the "intelligence" --the communicator-
audience relationship- -of all our students?
Letter-writing, among stgdents or between
students and their teacher, is one kind of
holistic writing experience that can have
powerful effects. Heath and Branscombe
describe the letter-writing between
Branscombe's 9th grade Basic English stu-
dents and her Ilth and 12th grade students in
a higher track General English class.
Through the Northeast Bilingual Education
Support Center connected with the University
of Hartford (Connecticut), limited English-

(Continued on p. 3)
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speaking children are in correspondence via

an electric mail system with children around
the world (Dennis Sayers, personal communi-
cation, 4/85). And between students and
their teachers there are the well-documented
dialogue journals.
(Excerpted from an invited plenary address at
TESOL, 1985, New York City. To appear in
D.S. Enright & P. Rigg (Eds.). Children and
ItSL: MU:grating Perspectives. Washington,
DC: TESOL.,
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"Sheltered English" Applied to Writing
- Leak. Rood

Each of us began life with the need to
communicate, and we did--without grammar
rules or repetitive drills. We simply devel-
oped our language through the process of
playing with various sounds and lords.
Sounds that did not achieve our desired ends
were discarded; those that advanced then
were retained.

Being an active participant in the learn-
ing process, with activities and language
that involve the learner, is primary to
native language speakers. When a mother
talks to a baby, the infant may not under-
stand much more than the attention being
showered on it, but unconscious learning is
going on, and continual exposure to language
prepares the child V) communicate. A mother
doesn't stop trying to talk tO her baby just
because he doesn't initially understand a
complete sentence like "Daddy Is coming
home.° Instead, she repeats, rephrases, and
encourages participation--"Sey, 'Daddy.'"
'See Daddy come?' "Let's wave to Daddy."
Neither does she explain to the baby that it
is o)w 5:30, that Daddy should be home by
now, but the traffic has been heavy today,
so he will be late. Instead she uses "shel-
tered English," language and concepts the

baby can understand and participate in,

information directly relevant to the situa-
tion. Whatever is not completely understood
at least imparts the sound, cadence, and feel
that all of this talk has to do with 'Daddy."

WA art seeing that ESL students go
through much the same process. We have
thought that drills and practice in repeating
sounds rould enhance the learning of a new
language, but now are finding that using
'sheltered English' in the classroom assists
our ESL students to communicate without
overwhelming then with every word and con-
cept that a fourth grader (for example)
should know. By using objects, body lan-
guage, facial expressions, pointing, and
exaggerated voice tone, we communicate with
them, promote their understanding, and make
them an active part of classroom activities.

When I look through my own dialogue jour-
nals, I see the same kind of sheltered
English being used. One student, limy, wrote
one day:

Mrs. R why can't we play baseball why we
am threw hall everytiatt are toaorrow we
could play baseball Mrs. R yesterday I eat
ny brother brithday.

Since Thuy had been invoved in throwing,
catching and pitching that day, I used those
terms in my response:

Me need to work on throwing, catching and
pitching if we are to be really good ball
players.

Which brother had the birthday? Cid he
have cake?

The next day Thuy wrote:

That is ay big brother birthday that not
ay birthday ay birthday is 'March 27
have a cake. We team have a little bit act
Ray teen have a log of people.

Thuy clearly understood some of *tat I
wrote and responded to make clear utose
birthday it WS and to complain about the
uneven teams. Oral communication in class
was impossible for him at that point, but
English in this sheltered context gave him
the practice and the courage to continue
trying.

Another student used a pattern approach
in his journal.

3
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Today Z play ball. tomorrow I play ball
The next day Z plag ball.

I responded:

Play ball in area 17. Play with the bwir
and gide of our goon. Today you road about
the days of the week. I smite co you today.
Tomorrow you will write to me.

The writer used the language of his work
during the day and applied it to his own
situation, repeating part of a calendar
lesson that involved assembling the days of
the week and matching them with scheduled
P.E. activities. Mese words applied to
him, and he wanted to write about his own
activities. My response, in equally simple
language, extended his writing by Including
some of the words he had used here with
words in earlier entries.

ESL students may have questions during
class lessons, but their language can pre-
vent their asking them. Following a class
activity in which many maps were compared
with the globe and the distortion of land
masses on different aaps identified, U Chal
wrote:

What BOP don't have distosan?

In writing, his academic curiosity was not
hampered by his insecurity with oral lan-
guage. my answer was in simple, clear lan-
guage- -*sheltered English.°

The best mop Is the globe. It is too
hard to curry so the best flat amp Is the
equal area mop. zt shows almost no dis-
tortion.

Dignity and respect for the students'
need to communicate, to use language Vo
serve their felt needs, helps them to func-
tion in a new language. The individuality
and the caring attitude shown through dia-
logue journals to the ESL student are bound
to influence their view of life and their
self-worth.

4

Writing and Reflecting on Writing

Ueda& Donee

No:thorn Virginia Cosansuntity Collage

Oaring the ESL essay writing course I
taught at liorthern Virginia Community Col-
lege in the fall of 1985, the most popular
activity was the weekly writing of dialogue
journal entries. Many students commented
on how much they enjoyed the journals, and
I enjoyed reading the student entries and
responding to them. This generally posi-
tive feeling toward the journals encouraged
me V3 take a closer look at witat was
actually going on in this written interac-
tion, and what changes in writing ability
and attitude toward writing in English it
might be generating. Men I examined five
dialogue journals from my class written
over the course of the ten-week session, I
discovered three ways in which the journils
gave my students the opportunity to improve
their writing abilities.

First, the journals gave my students
the opportunity to increase their overall
fluency. In terms of sheer quantity, in
each journal I looked at, the student wrote
more in later entries than in earlier
entries. The only exception was, ironi-
call', the most skilled writer in the
class, who wrote very little in his last
entry, stating, °Sometimes. I feel an empty
space in ay mind. Llke now.° Apparently,
he was suffering from writer's block that
day. Throughout the quarter he had told me
that it was hard for him to write In
English for just 20 minutes (the amount of
time they were given for dialogue journal
writing).

In addition to the greater quantity of
writing, their journals -.bowed a decrease
In the timber of grammatical errors. In
every case, there were fewer grammatical
errors par page at the end of the year than
at the beginning. the extent to which this
decrease can be attributed to the dialogue
journal writing itself cannot, of course,
be determined exactly. Other factors were
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also at work during this period. However,
it seems reasonable that some of the
fieprovenent arose from the enjoyable read-
ing and writing practice lthIch the journals
provided.

Second, students had the opportunity to
express their personal concerns and to
receive personal feedback. For the most
part, my students did not choose to write
about abstract concepts or academic topics
in their journels, but about their ova
experiences in the past, problems in the
present, and hopes Oor the future. Many are
recent refugees and wrote about leaving
their countries and coming to the U.S. One
Cambodian student, who said that thinking
thinking about his past still gave him
a °cold sweatios expressed his gratitude at
having someone read and understand his
experiences:

Thank, to you that hate road through the
Journal I wrote. You are the only one that
rosily understands about what ..Jhe writer hos
written. The writer would erpact to have
norm redden like you.

In fact, some of the Asian students who
were the most silent in class wrote most
extensively and freely about themselves in
the journal. One Vietnamese student wrote.

I have been 'bevel flve years but t am
not pretty good at comeunication in Ingliels.
I still hare trouble with espreve ay tbooght
so someone could understand am betterard
got to know more about my private Its*.

Ne seemed to find in the dialogue fostered
by the journal a place where he could be
understood and where he felt free to share
what he was thinking and feeling about his
life.

Finally, the students had an opportunity
to reflect with me about their writing and
about themselves as writers. Throughout the
quarter, many (like the students above)
shared their wish C3 be heard and understood.
They discussed difficulties they had and
wrote about wanting to improve their writing
and to receive assistance in improving their
skills. One student responded to my desire
to know more about his country by saying:

I an very happy to bear you fare!
looking forward to hearing more...lbuti et

the save time It makes au eiterablel I An
always miserable whenever I want to write
something In tnilish (as you know it lo me
poorl) even though my idioa--t chinkle not
so poor.

This student, who ues in fact lost
sophisticated writer in the class, 0as car-
rect in saying that his ideas were not poor.
The journal gave me the chance b3 encourage
him that his writing wes really wit* good
and that he should continue with it.

Another student perhaps best summed up
the kmpact of the journals on student writing.
She stated that writing in English had always
been a °handicaps for her, but that writing
the journals had helped her gain confidence in
her welting end overcome some of her problems:

V. don't may have communication but have
learned a lot from each other ,and At the save
time wears watts* in ftglish. Yawns feel
bad to do any writing because of the many
misktakes...fltj was smart of you too not to
make anti corrections...Vhao you don's koolf you
go ahead oaf don't feel bad.

I need to go back now and leak at what the
other students said about their writing. I

hope that, as a result of the journals, they
also have found a context in which they °don't
feel bad° about their writing.

IN PRESS IN PRESS IN PRESS

Dialogue Jousmal Communications Classroom,
Limuistio Social and COgative Views, Jana
Staten, Rjo,er Shuy. Joy greet Peyton, end
Los los At I Is row actually st MU, to
appear in Marcia Farr's Writing Research
Series, This is a much teproved version of
the first NIE report (Staten, et al, 19$2),
ulth readable charts and lots of 'magpies.

We are trying to convince ABLER to work
swiftly on the editing, so that it might come
out by next year, and ti3 make a prepublication
offer to our newsletter subscribqrs, which
should Whittle the cost down somewhat. If you
find yourself ordering another ABLER book, and
could edd a note saying you ore eager to see
the Dialogue J3urnal volume, it would help
light a fire up there in Norwood. You may
also want to write for the brochure describing
the entire Writing Research Series.

AKER Publishing Corporation
355 Chestnut Street
aummada.U.Olia



Makintg Language Connections; Writing
In ESL Pull-Out Classes

Lioda Hughes, Moos Coorpre Cowley Puerile&boob

Mien !decided to maks reading aod writ-
ing central V3 my teaching in my elementary-
level ESL pull-out classes, I was faced with
a number of interestiog questions and chat-
leaps, to which I have bees able to work
out $ome solutions.

la ay ESL pull-out program I spend
approximately 45 mina's, two or three tines
a week, with my students win are in grades
1-3. I vas seerching for thrust, a singu-
lar approach to use with these children that
would: (1) focus oo reading and writing;
(2) nabs the best use of the short ttme I
had with them each session; (3) *Mime the
learning taking place in their classes;
(4) carry over from sessiom to sessioe ase
provide continuity to a pull-out preiran;
(S) allows* to individualize my teethiog;
amd (6) give us a product so that itoients
could see their own progress. bialosua
journals seemed to be the sourer.

To introduce the concept, I sinply
explained that we wore going te 'talk on
paper." To my surprise, the IsSee delighted
most of them. Certainly none of them bad
EVER done this before, and they were
intrigued. I set the mood for writing by
writing In my own journal while they wrote.
I told them not to worry about crossing out
mistakes, and showed thee where I hed
crossed outlay own. Me used an assortment
of different colored pens so ue could write
and draw, rather than the large primary pen-
EIT's used in their classes.

I soon discovered that I hod a lot to
Turn about writing with Miss kids. I

realized the close contact hoboes us (my
classes are typically small-4-6 stedemts)
made it easier for es to talk than to write.
To give these very young students the Idea
cf a written dialogue, we started by
writing everything to each ottier--if they had
a question, they wrote it, and I did the
same. %Wien we talked to clarify what
one of us had written. I would ask thee to
read me what they wrote or I would reed them
what I %Tote so that they were not frustrated
by their inability to decode the words. To
my surprise, even the poorest readers were
soon able to road much army writing and our
need to talk during writing decreased. We
ra-flow working Into havfmg a set time for
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writing, and I have set *side around 15 min-
utes of our 45 minutes together during which
they write to ne.

What would these young students find to
write about? In general they urito about
what is happening V3 them or what is going o
in class. If we nave dooe somethieg like
make cranberry sauce for Thanksgiving, ws us
that as a topic for oer jourmals. I hate
also eocouraged them to write about the
stories I read to them. The feweinutes we
spend together walking from "heir regular
classroom to my small room is also very
*octant as a time to explore together
possible writing topics.

Learning how to respond to my studeots'
%Atlas has also been a challenge. At first
I asked question after question, trying to
help toem write. I soon discovered that if
I asked a question,°the chances of gettiog 4
short-answer (eves odie word) response were
attout 951. So instead I tried to comment on
iftething they hid said and say something
about myself that related to what they had
iwitten, as in this example:

Student: al plenlato hot
I got tv La my roan

(my planet [country] is hot too
I have a TV in my room.)

Teacher: rou are Lucky. rou have a re
In your moms Mar*. ace. ie
it a color TVP I have a color
/Via ay kitchen. I like to
watch the neve on It.

Reviewing our entries from ttne to time
with each child has teen helpful. Roth of
us have been able to see growth and accom-
plishments, *V*4 in the brief few moat's; of
writing. One particularly striking example
of growth is a little first grader. Juanita.
When 114 first started the dialogee journals
I discovered that he could not even begin to
souod out a thrte-letter word. Oat could I
do in writing and reading with htm? The day
I brought his journal to hie we began to
talk about the fatigue pants he often wore
to school. Ha told me he wanted to be a
soldier someday and I asked if he'd like to
write "soldier." This single word, which I
spelled and wrote on another piece of paper
for him, was his first journal entry. His
second entry, several days later, mos simply
"Soldier I like."

(Continued on p. 7)
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For the next several sessions Joanito
asked me b) spell all of his verde. 11*

wanted the names of favorite TV sters--Oe
Man, Wallycat, and Waitron. We'd telk and
he'd draw and label his drawings While 1
patiently spelled the mords. Ne also btgan
to recognize so4 respoed to certain writtee
commaeds, sloth as °Draw a WOW or
°Draw the school.° NW yes being instructed
im reading by his first grade teacher, so
he'd oft** use the journal to list mew words
he'd learned in class. 1 kept abreast of
the reading vocabulary he was practicing in
class amd tried to use es much of that list
as possible in ay entries. 1 fait good
about being able to provide instant feedback
to Jganito es he drew, read, and *rote In
his journal.

Mow. four noeths later, there has been
exciting progress with Juanita. He es4 his
ESL group ars writing complete sentences in
their journals* asking questions, resourcing
each other on spelling eed the waning of
uords, end eve* getting SO involved in this
literacy event that they go to the black-
board and teach each other words. All of
them are improving in their ability to
decode What twit*. It's hard to believe
that we are really communicating nww in ewa .
and three-sentence paragraphs.

Our successes and enthusiasm are not
limited to the walls of ny classroon. Some
kids now report to me thet they ere writing
outside of class as well. A few are doing so
well la the classes where they sere pre-
viously lagOg far behind that their
teachers Ism' feel they no longer need the
pell-out program.

The experience of using dialogue Jour-
eels with my pull-out ESL classes has con-
vinced me that these written conversation's
are helping stedents to wow rapidly is their
ability to commentate in English. 1 also
believe they are developing an awereness of
the interdependence of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. Le the small, pull-out
grow), where the teacher is more accessible,
they are sager to have the chance to display
and practice literacy skills they are learn-
ing in their regular classes. Mbst important,
these students are enjoying learning English
and are becoming more self-confident with
their use of English etch day. And their
journals contain a permanent record of that
growth. e
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Using Dialogue Journals to Develop
Discourwileted Performance Measure

Stoney Cattatelm. Caorgatorwe thilversky

When um write dialogue journals uith out
stwitats, our primary goal is to communicate
with thin, tO break dome social dad oat/Aral
barriers, and to beild positive, supportive
relationships. At least on the serface, otr
9pals have not included %proving their com-
municative ability in tallish. Yet many of
as have observed, albeit tnpressioualisti-
tally, growth and development in studeets"
comealcative ability reflected in their
dialogue joureal writing.

In my study of the dialogue journals of
18 umiversity-level apemen students of
ESL. 1 am documeatimg just such developmeet.
Using comnunicetive =imame theory as ay
framework, 1 am examinieg two interrelated
aspects of What 1 define as commualcative
competence in dialogue journal melting: 4
writer's manipulation of topic tad topic
elaboration.

I base py definition of communicative
competence in dialogue journel writing on
the discussion of fluency by Fillmore
(1979), uhich 1 revitued in a previous news-
letter (Gutstein, 1943). Communicative com-
petence in dialogue journal writing Is a
composite of ebilities having at least laur
components, following Filimore's criteria.
These are: the ability to write fluidly and
easily: the ability to urite coherently and
meaningfully: the ability to write per-
posivelys and the ability to use language
creatively, to joke or play with lamguage.

While communicative competence is an
elusive pbenomeeon la any coetext, some of
its attributes C.44 be linked to measurable
cheracteristics in dialogue jourmal writing.
One such attribete, the purposive use of
language, can be further defined as the
ability to use language appropriately in a
wide range of conteats. this functional use
of language includes the ability to inform,
apologize, thank, etc. (Shuy, 1982). It
also includes a content-related parameter,
which is the ability to know what to sue
i.e., uhat topics are appropriate, how to
initiate them into the discourse, and under
whet circumstances to continue or pursue
them. A discourse progresses, belts or

(Continued on p. 8)
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&telltales based co how its laterloctItors

wattage its topics--uoat topics ere bcought
up, vhst is said ehvot Oen, how each is
said about then, and for how long.

folloviny and en,10001 .Phin eethodolo-
tits used by %Mom sad treeft (OM, aad
by Wean and Schieffelin (1976), 1 am con.
doctimg an aaalysis of discourse topic in
the dialer* joureals of*/ students. 1 an
eeamining four aspects of topic treatment:
topic initiatioo--which writer introduces
topics old bar often; topic contimeatioa--
which of the topics are cootiseed sod for
how may terns; wbat lam Wiles topic
dossin,-the content areas into whict the
topics fall; amd topic-specific elaboratlom
--tbe ampeot of mew informatioe provided
about a given topic.

I an aealyelag tke results for patterns
of U)pic treateeet to see *hat they reveal
about differeaces in commeaicative ability
aeoeg studests. 1 uill also determine What
relAtitoshIP thy, exists between ow oft-
sures of communicative competemcs and
'traditional° measures of student ability,
beginning vitt a standardised Coolish profi-
cieney test and stadeat grade point aver-
ages.

It Is ny hope that ny research will
serve to further document aed sebstestitte
what dialogue *Mai teachers have known
all along: that writing dialogue journals
helps to develop students' communicativeability..
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sanitation. Alttougt writint la dialogue
journals is mnadatory is ttis teatimes
class (studests are reqeired to write three
seotemces a 44,), ceamwsicalo0-4,414,
writiag a teenage ttat is meaningful tO a
readerdoes not necessarily result. Simply
gettleg studtets to *rite in their joareals
every day is definitely no gsarintee that
they vill ctoose to commuoicate. Poe stra-
tegies teat the teacher employs in the jour-
nals are therefore necessary tools for
promoting communication.

The data for this study ars the dialogue
journals of ten sixth-grade students, all
nonnative Coolish speakers. Some bad beta
in the U.S. tor less than me yea/letters
had spent at least five years I. U.S.
schools. Me various strategies that the
teacher used to promote commealcation were
identified, and their effectiveaess nessured
ie terms of foor characteristics of the sty-
diets' tritiag: student mutest rate,
degree of elaboration in studeat respooses,
syntactic complexity, aed cotesiveness of
resporses. Post of the strategies were
rowed to be variably effective by all foor
treasures. Among tbe strategies fooled to be
consistently effective across all students
and across the three ttme periods sampled

Its, noticl,pg 'met A, 4 studan%,
and eekino for co oolnloa.

Many other strategies were also very
effective for MOO students or at me period
of the year, and not others. Horrors ftnd-
lags stress that the essential value of tbe
dialogue journal Is its inherent variability
and adaptability of teachers' responses to
individual studtats" needs.
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Recent Dialogue Journal Publications

Curtis, U. Hayes aod Robert Wroth. INIS.
Dearer es polite. to Homo, WAD* mad
Graves, eds. lreakieg Ottausis llascbsn
Seim* Meedioy ant striltioy Zn Ube Siorour
terg School; POrtereboth: Oileemamm.

Debra Popkie. MS. Dialoges Aerials: A
way to persosalize comeweicatioe ie a ?Dr-
ell' larqoage. Poreign Laegoivo Mee lop
(ID), Z. I53456.

&ea Stable. The power of respordieg by
vele, dialogs. *weals. De They Falwiler,
ed. fltdr *Verna book. floyitoe/Cooke.
Forthcomieg.

NOTES MOM THE ITELD

Minim* sknornals Is N erne Training

In sier Hay 19115 Imo of Diniogee
OA in higher edeciatios] you reqoested
iefnreatiot 'boot what your roam are
doirg v4th dialogue Journals. As a Professor
la Month' Climatic,* at Howard Community
College I've; eager to %corporate Joernal
writ*, into the Narsiog Prograe. Neese
educators have typicelly documented observe-
tion regarding a stedeetse behavior in the
climicel area in the form of an anecdotal
note. The vehicle of anecdotal motes was
recently exploded to inclede the student's
perception of a particular clinical dey.
Faculty them react to the stedeet's raflec-
tive thoeghts. end thus the previously ome-
way commesicatioe of am amecdotal record 40*
tomes close to a tawny dialoghe joureal.

Ve introdece the process with a vrittee
explamatioe, aed eecoerage students to
reflect ors clinical experloaces which were

Amonlegfel as veil as to critique their owe
performaece end share twerps old feeliegs
ofaccomplisheeet. Althoegh we Depose some
structure oe What le to be written, the pro-
cess meets the comditioes for a dialoOde
*weal in nay usys. Ihe (*thong* of Jour-
A614 occurs twice a leek tor several weeks,
with both yastios peoridlog and iroaking
information aed both parties *wally engaeed
le the interectioe. The stadeet*s COMM-
tatioe often entails as indirect "Wipe
which seeks to elicit faulty comeeet or
feedback. finality are more likely to ask
direct "intim to stteslate a stolen to

itthink critically or to clarify the comes-

in writing the esplanatioe for the 444CA,

dotel/dialogue record, I ves ketely aware of
tee dilemma of combielog a dialog., *weal
format, which strives to promote Inagerstaed-
leg. with a record to commseicate critical
aealysis of stedeet behavior. however, I am
co/elated that ve eave achieved 44 effective
alt. Students priearily describe clisical
activities is which they are Waved, emit
faculty react to the stmlieets6 Observed
behavior eed written description, a legiti-
mate eschew because stedeets meed to
receive feedback co their performaece. At
the same Um* the addition% focus 04 par-
rogation amd neaeingfel operieeces asserts
that a eoejedgmeotal exclaims, is achieved.

...Emily Sion, Professor of Nosing
*wird Commeolty College, Colombia, NO

In Onspentary WNW

I teeth fifth grade *core (Ceglish oad
social studies) classes at the lark/ley-
Carroll Street School is Oroohlye OLT. I
have fogad teat some of the best commweica-
Lion I have with ray stedeet; is through
their jovreals. Though this does mot hippie
every time, by aay means, the 'intimate die-
taoce which can be created In this form of
commenicatiom is invaluable in °polio'
people to with other end to themselves.

-Sets, Wylie-Foltz
lirooklye NV

* * * *

DaineehbgemhderAWNL

The *se of dialog,* jouramis is moo a
recommeeded practice in the mew sully geld*
Moe teething adelt CSOL in the Montgomery
Colony Poetic Schools:

There haw boss in increesed awareness or
the need total* SSOL students to wits, more
ffectively in their woad language. With
this in mini. dialogue joernals are encase*
aged tor upper beginning, istoraodloto, and
advanoed students. Caries MO initiated bg
the student, minimal corrections are pro*
sided bg the inittnantor, and an ongoiniN
vonennsoni "dialogue° to sustained with
the etedent throoybose the coarse.

from steep abide for Tosolslay irnyiist to
Admit Speakers or Ocher taayaarn, SW.
emery Coot, Wit Schools, Dept. of
Adelt Mutation, MS.
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(Costlued from p.

Ifikh Anted. and lecreiscalaehied flowOuu

Terry Sebeberd. associate PrOnsshr Is iihn
Cepertmest of Owricalum . lestruetit,* amd
Media. Seeteerm Illicols isivereity Cm Car**.
dale. Us 44 44t1Stic SA4, Pert . who is moo
19. Per pears be amd *Is wife Jews corr.-
speeded daily with the teachers amd sides et
Park's school. Mork carries * vete omasorm.
Ise from his wens tellieg *hut 40.141414S
of tee wesime Wore, for *se le ere im-
pale ItS4441, ',raise, resift,. OW, la the
aftersoos the teether or aide orites a mete
back, tellies of pest amd Mere school evens
so the paresis my discus them with Mark esd
assure that the %format*** is bola, correctly
processed. le the past few pears, here hes
Wee *psalms the letters om his oey to or fnom
school. amd eas Wee Ale to orite his cam
*esperiemce stories abut home or school
evens, tees perticipatisg is the dialer.

Or. Shepherd has observed that writ me Us
bees as esseetiel part of Plerk's oral lastest,
developmest. Mark's first really spostamous,
self-gemerated comment at age eight (for $044r4
Mirk only echoed what otters said, oft symptom
of smiles) come after a fwss with els sister.
He retreated to the family room sad wrote oft
the chalkboard there:

IATMODISCRISAMOSOSAMPONMONEINTMESTOM
(°I ate Otddy's ems and Issas punched se
In the stomach)

Timm he came upstairs *ad said it. It wee as
if the ultimo °released° the leaguer so Mirk
Could say it! Evea meetly. Dr. lisiteksrf
observed Mirk writime somethimg im chorch.
Nark dids"t shoo him the 'Arnie/go bet meal
elutes at it allosed him to decipher: °I wee
good sad I dide't make seises or stick oat sty

tomes* em the day before lust to cy first
tweeter lissom.° heals, this wittily) seemed
to be a reburial for speakise.

Witting motes to each other is moo as
esseatial pert of life le the Shepherd Ouse.
Mold. At °me point in Mark's life it wee
impossible for him to grasp as Idea (like weep
his next haircet wee) ebes only pinioned
orally; it hie, to be written. Then he could
process and remember the information.

Encerpted from: T.I. Shepherd. *Using *Awl.
once how's to leech ea amtistic-like child
with e oiseel disorder to reed (end write est
talk). Sept., 1904. ERIC Opment Miprodoc-
tlon Service Po. (0 t43 tilts 444 4 'mot
letter from Or. Shepherd.

10

AO WW1 receatly completed his dis.
tenni** (teiv. of Cimcimmati), 4 WIC
04414 of the Das Se kept with his class
of *Welly reteried admits (the abstrect is
14 00 Molt fwvompw414100). act Os row st
Plumy State Ueiveesity. amd amalyslog th=
O writiee of multiply *wired (teem*
IwgolrNcir,traI ealsTed-memully retarded)
tt044144. M4 mrlt44;

fled teat for studeets who have a
hearise impairmest (welch affects orel lam.
wee development) etcerebrel palmy
(.ioke effects bete oral easculatore sod
move productios), dialoeue jurealsTray be
used as is eseuestatite commeicatios
sow, Alteoust these stadeets may met be
ahle to predate completely lmgibls writt44
lameowee, teeir writtem efforts coy august
their limited sip predation awl

WOO.
I os also *wise C4s viii WeS4rwiC4

wows who will be +Anima with WWI.
capped stollens la solostream settle's.
*Omits teat regular educators mistais
dialogue journals with their csisstreaud
hemdicaPped students to keep tee lists of
commuicatios opts.

*Jack V. Riley. *ray State Univ.

* * * *

Malagweihmweelaselleas

Ms CMS from Terry Seepherd &We--
comic/raise perests oritiae dialogue 010
tbeir childrem about vests. desires.
*troubled voters,* etc.

OkSO (ow* dad mum) was bore im MO.
fty daughter 54544 amd !developed a mit
wines commasitatios folder *oriel wee time
vamp father's bespitalleatiom acid swine-
gout dWath. This wes a time ohem I oes
away from Hese visitimg my priests, over 4
1440044 Mlles amoy. OASO on ow way of
calstaimiee commonicatioe is absentie. It
was written In aad left *here the triter
mut wetted VW reader to be (at the
reader's spot at the breakfast table or os
his/her pillow, fir example). It as see.
dal because of 00 stress ead enotioe eed
meed of the boor. Simce that tin, he hivs
pretty mach comtimood this wills,, sow in
the form of letters. SOW 00w hes a tome.
cede willows by her door. She eseally

(Costimeed os p. It)
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(Comtlaved from p.

laaves ow lettars GO 4t/ dresSer too oaarAf
IlasSat.

tacerotel from: T.I. Saelpherde 610slog oesr.
leace lampoepe mite atypical harmers: Pre.
seated at the *that **adios +sad Umgage
Arts GlimmlUmrs° Cooferemcee Sept.. 199$4 4Mi
fros remt leiter fret Or. Shetherd.

Takla* do "Me oast Mao Soaks

freak* *oboe ESL mediator Mee the
Oppsemet of Statesic Skills at boater
lege is OW fort City. started Woe .bloe
WOW' (pa kaem tbs.these little etas
bsoblets) as dialog,* *trails mit* bee sta.
delfts, Masse they mere se easy to carry.
She Moroi tat after *slag the blots boots
for dialogaa jooroal mritlog, statasats are
aom at istialdsted by Ma oho* thera vs,
Ma to melte sums.

FOREIGNCORIMPONDENTS

TvesialogenloJeisse

jsst Woissiso to try ost Mahn*,
jesesals vitt oy %Wants, ',Mere Oss
collar mortars, amd otr ment, by messily.
*falloffs* la the James, academic systese
They aro alto la loWal wry bright sot
estmoslastic. Their first *arias lo oar
jesevals WO pretty difficlalt to waerstsode
Del MPIN What rya gottea across the $066 that
Oh Is apposed to be a dI61 (sad tat
tbey sboold therefore r a it, rOPPests). me
are NUN, coasersstloos. VW really base
Usable f011eoime mat 1 write, bet they as%
each other for belp a lote aad ask aes to
explain occasloaelly. It is tem wicidesMe try oat the grametical strict/iris tbey
are horologe metlaes appropriately, so
Chet tbe *morals redly boom a balm* 0)r
the *learolor pert or the lasso. Last
'debt mas pretty w$101 with ettryoss 004talt-
log memo else or nee amd also **rho the

replies they al recitioad. 1 Mayo la be sore
carotid alhest oy (11410010 Mastilvritioi.

Alatellea AASIoS.
Oatioaat Lsopope tatapratory Stboal

MODIWItoo, Alpo

liseidogDostitist lietostiOrisoaaloAssaraila

Mt aro marl* the amd of our wheel
pare ame 1% seal* the Wants mow of
asimg jeormals with ary stadoota. I Otos
volaWar If the time 1 spool oa joormais
be bettor wet oo prowl*, lesson bot at
the some the 1 ealey the rolatioothip that
aollds up ewer tbe yar. 14.4 decided 1°11
aril* Ogreish Nolo mit* oy stmOtots matt
year. 1 hat forward to recolola, oar mat
Ostia of Dislogoe.'

illisabet% Tome
Soot% Aostralla

liesaartil Nose

Nary eintsifle, assotiato professor at
McGill adversity, Ns jest foteitei a
reseercik vast to stet, disloyst jesrod
wills, Is a first retie dassiroaa 041 Rae-
WA, Ovetoc. I* ctiltites is tie dotty
aro leirolag Eag110 doe firma as somd
sad third 1 amd Mir owittem prod.
wcts oAll be *as yia.
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Possibly the most important factors

influencing literacy development, apart from
a general orientation to print and mastery of
basic literacy skills of letter and word for-
mation and recognition, are the student's
sense of ownership of the reading/writing
experience--the feeling that reading and
writing are a vital, meaningful part of one's
life and a valuable way of expressing oneself
--and sense of cooperation--the knowledge
that one is nof-Tili-irini in the endeavor,
but communicating with saleone who wants to
communicate with air In our society, lack
of literacy skills is not simply a matter of
lack of schooling or mastery of basic skills.
In fact many semi-literates in the United
states have said in interviews that they
attended school through high school, but
they never felt that reading and writing had
anything to do with them and their interests
and concerns. They 'NTT as if they were on
the outside looking in on an experience that
must be relevant for others, but not for
them; they never claimed reading and writing
as part of their lives. When the language
used for reading and writing is not the
native language of the learner, the feeling
of separation and eventual frustration is
compounded.

The articles in this issue give us a
broad view of different situations in which
dialugue journals are being used with non-
native English speakers to build a sense of
ownership and cooperation and to provide an
entree into the world of literacy. In Carole
Urzua's article, which opens this issue, we
see young students realize that "someone is
out there," as they develop a knowledge of
audience and a sense of cooperating with an
audience in written dialogue. Larry, a
child of migrant workers who has had little
exposure to English or print (Hayes, Bahruth
& Kessler), seems to burst forth from a very
well-established cocoon of non-writing uten

he finally takes ownership of his reading

and writing, realizing that he Lei write and
likes to.

In a program for semi-literate adults at
the Spanish Education Development Center
(Hester), students are involved in a variety
of highly structured, teacher-guided writing
activities V3 develop basic literacy skills.
For them, the dialogue journal provides the
one place where they can breek away from
these prescribed patterns and create
something themselves in writing. Leslee Reed
also describes how interactive writine with
the teacher can help students to break away
from frozen language patterns into more
creative language use. In a Cultural Orien-
tation class for adults in a refugee camp in
Thailand (Johnson) written dialogue with
their American teacher enables students to
work with her to begin to make sense of how
they might integrate their past traditions
and customs into the new life they face in
the United States.

In each situation, we see students who
are at some stage in the development of basic
literacy skills, but in each we see also the
crucial role that ownership and cooperation
play in the overall development of literacy.
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"How Is Your WeekennEit Did You De:

Second Language Lear ers' Understanding of
Audience - Carol Urz a 2
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"How is your weekend what dld you do":
Second Language Learners' Understanding

of Audience

Carole Undo, Unlvoralty of the Paolflo

According to Braves, the question of "Wtly
write?" begins to arise when children have
Imo actively writing for two or three ygars,
"when writers first gain a sense of audience"
11983:268). But what about children learning
English as a second language? Do they also
begin to sense the demands of an audience
when they have been learning literacy for
this length of time? In what weys do they
understand how audiences can work for them?

I recently became acquainted with four
Southeast Asian children to search out
answers to these questions; two were fourth
grade Cambodian girls and two were sixth
grade boys, one Cambodian and one Laotian.
They had all been in the United States about
two years; none of the children had had pre-
vious literacy experience in their native
language.

The children engaged in weekly writing
workshops, helping one another through peer
interaction to communicate their intended
messages. In addition, they wrote dialogue
journals with my colleage, Sue Braithwaite,
an ESL supervisor, sending them twice a week
through the district mail.

One of the most dramatic areas of growth
for the children in the writing workshops was
their awareness of revision needs, largely
because they trusted that their friends truly
wanted to know what they knew. (See Urals,
19115, for an utended discussit,n.) Also,
while not engaging in revision in their dia-
logue journals, the children nevertheless
demonstrated that they had begun to care
about their audience. In various ways, ttey
acknowledged 1) that some-one else was inter-
ested in what they knew; 2) that they were
interested in what someone else knew; and 3)
that they were interacting with a specific
person.

Acknowledgement of others' interest. The
children had varying strategies for acknowl-
edging that someone else was interested in
what they knew. It took Vuong, one of the
boys, the longest to indicate that he was
aware of the conversational tone of the jour-
nals. For almost two months, he wrote about
his weekend: he got up, washed his face, did
the laundry, occasionally watched football,
and went to bed! Taking cues from his initi-
ations, Sue plieo him with questions such as

what his favorite football team was. But Vuoni
never varied from his format. Finally in frus.
tration, Sue asked him about his expertise in
learning to play the violin. What was his
favorite piece? in the first entry which
acknowledged the presence of en interactent,
Vuong answered that his favorite piece was
Lightly Now. This breakthrough occurred about
the same time as a major revision in another
piece of writing; until this time, Vuong's
revision strategy had been to wake his piece
look prettier, laboriously copying the same
words, one word at a time, onto a new page.
Clearty, he had begun to take his reader into
account.

The other children had other strategies for
acknowledging this audience interest. One of
the girls would answer any questions posed by
Sue on the same line; the othergirl would take
the questions and compose a paragraph, consist-
ing solely of answers!

Acknowlediament of their interest in
others. Some of the children were well aware
WIN interactive nature of the journals; one
of the children asked, perhaps rhetorically,
"Now what should we talk about?," and then nom-
inated his own topic, skiing. But again it was
Vuong Oho took the longest to indicate that he
was interested in his audience. A week after
he answered the questions about the violin
piece, Vuong initiated the topic of going fish-
ing, which was extended over three entries. In
the third entry, he discussed catching fish on
the coast, and then ended, "How is your weekend
what did you do." The first tentative ques-
tion! Still no question mark, but obvious
interest in his partner. In the subsequent
weeks, he continued to pose this same question;
he never asked about anything else. Sue con-
tinued to fill him in on her family's weekend
activities.

Acknowledgement of interacting with a spe-
cific person. As with children writing fn their
first language, our children became close to
Sue, and discussed many personal issues. One
of the girls, for example, nearly always wrote
letters beginning, "Dear Mrs. Braithwaite." In
one particularly poignant entry, she revealed
the extent to which she recognized that she was
writing not just to any audience, but to a
trusted friend.

2
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Dear Mrs. Mralthwalt,
Can I ask you a question?

Z feel sod because werytlmes
you mailed my journal back Z
always saw a afferent folders.

(Continued on p. 3)



(Continued from p. 2)

When I too* that folder hoes I
always saw it riped. Why are
you always ohenged those folders?
Well, I don't men that I don't
like that folder. iverytimew
those folder on my desk, every-
one start tearing ae. always
turned rod, pou know that I'm
the shyest girl. they always
said °what beautiful," but
it's moan a opposite word. Well
see you on Thursday.

The sensitive "audience" bought new folders
for all the writers!

With these data from only four ESL chil-
dren, it is not possible to say whether
Graves' timeline for native language writers
is the same as that for second language
learners. However, it is evident that second
language children can participate in the some
powerful use of language as other children,
and that they do come to recognize the impor-
tance of their readers. Dialogue Journals
are one of the ways in which this is facili-
tated. e
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The Dialogue Journal and Migrant Educatil

a Curtis W. Hayes, Robert ftabrutb.&
Carolyn Kessler
Universitiee of Texas at Ran Antonio and Austin

Larry Reyes entered the fifth grade in
August 1983, already branded a failure.
Larry, son of migrant farm workerP, unable t4
read materials at his cwn grade level, unabl4
to write, wss typical of his classmates. All
were Spanish language dominant; all were
limited in English proficiency (LEP); and
all, unless a turoaroulid occurred, would cone
tinue to fail in school, and failure would
quite likely lead, if history is a guide, to
their dropping out of school, most by the
seventh grade. Some would remain until the
9th or 10th grade before leaving to work in
the fields for low wages, accompanying their
parents from one region to another, from one
maturing crop to the next. Very VIM would
stey to graduate from high school.

In Auguste charged with the education of
twenty-two children, all reading below grade
norms (among whom was Larry) and some unable
to read at all, we began. We began during
those warm deys of August ki asking the chil-
dren to write to us and we would respond--
write about anything, we said, and don't
worry about spelling or punctuation, we
added. Just write, but write at least three
lines about a topic you're interested in.
That is how we initiated the dialogue journal
for a group of LEP students uto were experi-
encing extreme difficulties in reading and
writing English.

Most children responded, some reluc-
tantly, and the next dey turned in three
lines - -all except Larry, who submitted a
blank sheet. Robert, his teacher, responded
in the journal by asking, "How can I answer
you if you don't write to me?" The next daY,
Larry wrote (all journal entries are unedited
for spelling and punctuation): "1 like math
because I can count tty five and tens. I like
to write about Bo & Be & I like to draw the
pictures & write the...." Nis words then
trailed off, reflecting the years that Larry
had spent in school learning little of what
it would take to succeed. But Robert
responded:

, s+.1 .:443 lc .11.. lOier
"r S Oa, '44.- 4

vii4a. 464. What telMo... ipoikaA %.04%9!.
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Larry candidly answere!i:" " z440$0444.2oriii.fl).644 id4,40.4:4014404

vsealthust .a

After that first week, those initial,
halting days, Larry WAS off. His entries
lengthened, and his topics included: what he
had been reading, his dislikes and likes,
football games he attended and sandlot pees
he participated in, games he pleyed ("mar -

dles"), poems he particularly liked, his best
friends and their activities together,
rranging games with his teacher (a football
game on Sundey). He even began to pose
questions "have you play football wind you
were little with anther kids?". -and answer
questions from his teacher: 'Would you like
to learn to play chess?" Larry responded:

I taught thAt oboes was Ilk chsahars.
Mut I no how to play checkers a lot.
Nave you play checkers A chines.
checker.?

Larry periodically returned to his favorite
topic, the one he knew most about: "I went
to the football field the Sunday that pass."

Eventually, as he became more comfort-
able, confident and secure with his writing,
he began to write about his future:

I'm saying to ay mom that Yen going to
finish school and Z an galling to
college and study for a pear and try for
teAcher bsoauso I line being a teacher.

We also required our children to make
covers for their journals. This is Lerry's
first cover..

Once he had filled the pages of his first
journal, Larry asked whether he could begin
another: 61 like to make another Journal but
this time I will meke the cover of the Jour-
nal pretty not like this Journal.° He then

4

added, "do you remeber the frist dey I didn't
write guess like one line, I like writeing in
Ay Journal." And the effect that writing to
his teacher and receiving responses had on
Larry is seen on his elaborate second cover.

ti

ak 10;14114

The children wrote and read extensively
throughout that year. By Hay, when they were
already leaving for the fields, they had
"published" twenty-two books consisting of
their writings (Hayes and Behruth 1965), in
addition to writing daily in their journals.

In August we had pre-tested our children,
in January we again assessed, and in Hay we
post-tested. Growth in reading comprehension
as indicated on the standardized assessment
instrument employed ay the school district
revealed an average gain per child of three
years. Those uto were not reading or writing
at all in August were now participants in
Hey--they could read and write.

The key to any success we had, of course,
is no secret. We began with the dialoguo
journal (DJ), which we refer to now as our
°catalytic converter." It converted our chil-
dren into writers and readers. We believe it
led to writing for a number of reasons: it

was not graded; there were no right or wrong
answers so there was no risk; it was private
and consisted of a friendly conversation
between two people genuinely interested in
one another; there wes no fear of ridicule;
and it was fun. All of us looked forward
with anticipation to see what the other had
written. Additionally, the DJ consisted of
child-initiated topics. Children could ask
for and receive clarification on class
assignments. Children could ask for addi-
tional examples (i.e., math problems). Host

(Continued on p. 5)
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important, the DJ provided daily feedback in
language that children could understand, and
a daily reading lesson. And the kind of
expressive writing that our children did
quite naturally led to the ki6dt of transac-
tional writing activities that are so limper-
tent for school success, the writing that is
done in the content or academic areas.

From this one classroom filled with
Larrys, ws have this pest year introduced the
dialogue journal in a school whose students
do not fare well in the reading and writing
tasks assigned by the teacher. Eighty.five
percent of the children In grades g =5 in
this school are second language learners
of English, all LEP. We have found that
these children, once they discover they will
not be °hammered" (a word employed by one
student) for any infelicitous sentence or
phrase, for misspelled words or insppropriate
punctuation, will not only write but they
will enjoy writing and they will improve in
their use of the written language, both in
terms of content and of form. We who direct
and teach in the TESL preparation program for
teachers and prospective teachers of LEP stu-
dents recommend highly to our own students
that they consider the benefits of using the
0J in their own language arts program. We
employ a DJ with them, and we demonstrate by
our use that we value writing in our own
lives.

Reference
Hayes, Curtis W. iantain Bahruth. 1985.
Querer s poder. In Breaking Ground, Jens
Hansen, Thomas Newkirk, aniuonaid Graves
(Eds.). Portsmouth, NM: Heinemann Educa-
tional Books, 98-107.
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the cast down somewhat. You may want to write
for the brochure describing this book and the
entire Writing Research Series.

ABLER Publishing Corporation
355 Chestnut Street
Norwood, NJ 07648
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One Student's Development

'.Juliettaticater,
Spent" h Zdetation Development Center

At the Spanish Education Development
(51U) Center in Washington, DC, Aare I am an
ESL instructor in the Adult Education Pro-
grah, around 40% of our students are semi-
literate; that is, they know that letters and
words on paper have meaning, although they
may not always be able to decipher them.
Half of the ESL students have had less than
six years of formal schooling in their home
countries. Their literacy level In Spanish
is often low, resulting in reading and
writing difficulties in English.

In working on writing wial these stu-
dents, we give them controlled activities to
develop their letter and word formation,
which they haven't alweys mastered, as well
as opportunities to express themselves
fluently in writing in avre extended text.
Moving along a continuum from controlled to
free-writing activities, we work on four
types of writing: discrete item activities,
controlled compositions, paragraphs, and
dialogue journals.

Students do discrete-item activities such
as punctuation and spelling exercises and
writing letters in print and cursive fore to
become aware of new writing features, prac-
tice them, and add them to their repertoire
of writing skills. In controlled com-
positions. which consist of following a model
and altering parts of it, they work on these
same skills in the context of longer text.
Paragraph writing is an opportunity for stu-
dents to use what they have learned in semi -
controlled writing to express ideas of their
own. Finally, dialogue journals are the
freest type of writing that students do,
because neither the topic nor structure is
controlled. A student may choose to write
about any subject and in any form in the
dialogue Journals. It is our belief that
utilizing these four types of writing in the
classroom mill provide a bridge from learned
items to free expression in writing.

Curious about changes that might occur
over time in students' free-writing, I
decided to study the dialogue journals of
Plaruja Bacillo, a student from Peru who has
been studying at SEU Center for over a year.
Looking through early entries, I noticed four

(Continued on p. 6)
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features that were prominent in the beginning
stages of her dialogue journal writing,
features which ere easily quantifiable and
are common to our students with formal educe-
tion deficits;

1. "Pausepeints.0 These are small dots
Inet ppear between words end in the
middle of a line Owen students rest
their pencils after laboriously
writing a word. They are steps in
the evolution of punctuation, often
appearing where commas or other
internal punctuation will be in liter
writing.

2. Interchanted capital and small let-
ters. Capital end smell letters are

interspersed throughout sentences end
even within individual words. These
errors art among a series of changes
that take place in the writing of
semi-literate students on the letter
level.

3. Use of both printine and cursive
writing. Printing and cursive writ-
ing are used interchangeably within a
sentence and within a word. Errors
of this kind are among many thenges
that occur over time on the word
level.

4. Unnecessary connection or division of
words. Individual words are con-
Wiead or one word is divided into
parts. These developmental errors
occur along a continuum of changes
that take place over time on the word
level. For example, beginning non-
literate students often copy words in
a single line without any spaces
between words. Over time they begin
to write words with some spaces in
between, and finally, a space between
every word.

I followed these features in tiaruja's
dialogue journal entries rather than in her
other writing because this was where she
writes regularly and spontaneously, without
as much self- or teacher monitoring or cor-
rection as in her other writing. Providing
an indication of development in the freest
written context. I compared Maruja's first
six cansecutive dialogue journal entries from
July 1 to August 19, 1905 with her last six

consecutive entries fro' MOO 20 to April
10, 1966, concentrating on patterns of
development In these four areas. I found a
remarkable reduction in pause points between
the two sets of entries, with 21 out of 3111
words in the WV set and only eight out of
440 words in the later one. Even though
Haruje wrote more in the later sample, the
produced only around one-third es many pause
points.

Use of capital end small letters also
evolved from the first set of entries to the
second. While the first set cooteined 9S
eximiples of incorrectly pieced capitals or
small letters in the sample of 32d words, the
second set contained only half ait many errors
of this kind--60 in the 440-word sample.
Maruje's writing had chenged from a jumble of
letter types with capital letters in eny
position in the word, to words made up mostly
of small letters placed *here they belonged.
In the beginning, she always wrote "F° ind
'K° and usually wrote *T° as capitals. gy
the last entry the correct use of capital and
wall forms of these letters had fully
developed.

Siedlar changes took place In Maruja's
printing and cursive writing. Oddly enough,
she began by using predominantly cursive
writing, but, instead of connecting these
letters, she left spaces between them in a
word, and interspersed a few printed letters
throughout. Her last entry was primarily
printed, uith 4 few cursive letters sprinkled
in. She was experimenting with these two
aspects of her writing and opted for
printing. Changes back and forth from cur-
sive to printing both on the word and sen-
tence level were still evident In her last
entry, but were much less frequent.

The last feature that I examined was the
connection of two words into one or the
separation of a single word into two.
Although this is a typical feature of many of
our studests' initial writing, few maples
occurred in Maruja's journal entries. She
separated °same times* (sometimes) and united
"ofcurse (of course) in the first set of
entries, and I found very little change in
this feature over time, mith only scattered

examg:s in the second set.
four features that I followed in this

one student's writing seem to repenent
points along a continuum of developmental
progress in writing. Pause points say be
illustrative of punctuation developeent. The

(Continued on p. 7)
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interchange of cepital and troll letters, and
the mixing of cursive and printed writing, Ray
represent a 'tap in the development of letter
foomation. The inappropriate connection and
division of words say represent evolution on
word level. Other features, representative of
development of writing on a sentence and die-
court* level, could also be identified end
followed. Those I chose V) look at offer &do.
caters en may way to observe the evolutton of
student writing in dialogue Journals.

It is uftclear whether all the differences
I found in Harujes writing were due to the
reeky opportunities Ito had to experiment with
writing efforded by the journal, to her exami-
nation or her teacher's entries to her, to
other class activities, or to a combination of
factors.

However, teachers considering using dia-
logue journals in a adult literacy progress Pay
find the results of this effort encouraging.
At a minimum, dialogue journal writing appears
to provide a context for use of features
learned and practiced in more controlled writ-
ing exercises. It mey also provide a place to
acquire new features in an enjoyable and free-

context.
or SECO Center is a nonprofit, community-

bag educational organization offering low.
cost services to the residents of the predomi-
nantly Hispanic neighborhoods of Adans Horgan,
Columbia Heights, and Mount Pleesant.] o

Reseirthiurport

Jacqui Whisler's master's thesis, °A Dia-
logue Journal as a Heins to Encouraging a
Bilingual Student to Write Cohesively° (Uni-
versity of Texas at Arlington, Nay, 1986), is
particularly relevant to the theme of this
issue. She compares the dialogue Journal writ-
ing of one fifth grade student, °Jump° a
native Spanish speaker, vith his in-class
rams, focusing on cohesion. She discusses
the role of the dialogue Journal in developing
use of cohesive devices and audience awareness
and in improving Juan's attitude toward writ-
ing. She shows that the dialogue Journal
served as a very important entree to literacy
for this student and an ioportant source of
information for his teachers about what he was
actually able to do in vriting. The dialogue
Journal allowed him an rtunit to write
(whereas ouch of his in-class wr tine
involved work sheets and brief exercises), end
in it he was able to express himself much more
effectively than 6* could, et that point, in
,his in-class essays.e

Using Dia lincuo Journals for a Moro Mosningt
Cultural Orientation Class

Kirstes *Johnson, Phones Nik item fintageo Camp,

ley coordinator had called the class I was
about to teach a °dream class.' vat when I
faced those 24 Lotions on the first day, I
hod my doubts. I hed never taught visa a
high level before, nor such a Woe end
varied CUSS, This 0411 a cultural orienta-
tion (CO) class, and in the 15 weeks before
gy students left Car the U.S., I was expected
to communicate a wrier, of cultural issues to
them. I had some ideas about how to teach
these students, how to guide them to teach
themselves: and hew to assess whit they htd
leeraed. but hooves I to gain insight into
their personal thoughts, address individual
needs sad problems, and encourage them to be
open with oet Miny of their true feelings
would never surface In such a large gnoup. I

had to find a wey in which they mold. I had
hoard of other classes using dialogue Jour-
nals and decided tO experiment with the tech-
nique myself, adapting it to fit Ry students'
needs end my own goals.

When I first introduced the idea of keep-
ing a dialogue Journal, ref students mere
somewhat confuted. Even though I gave them a
long list of ways to communicete--asking
questions, making commeets on CO lessons,
practicing grammar points, writing crea-
tively, or just spilling out anything that
was on their minds--they were unsure of what
I wanted, having been used to a much more
structured educational system in which
teachers' expectations were more clearly
defined. Finally, I told them that I thought
it was important for them to improve their
English, whereupon they fell to work. Of
course, I wanted to go far beyond improving
their writing skills, but my real actives
were so vague and coeplex that I didn't want
to burden my students by trying to explain
them. Throughout the cycle, I let then dis-
cern for thewselves whet my Retiree were 0
what 1 encouraged them to write about and how
1 respooded to what they had written.

Though wy students were free to write
What they liked in their Journals, many times
I gave them structured ideas to focus their
attention. I would ask them to relate their
writing to what we had been stu4ying in CO
class, either through direct commentary, or
by answering en open-ended question. Through

(Coetinued on p.
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our class discussions and activities, 1 hoes
able to 1SeSi their knowledge of *Ad atti-
Odes towsrd these issues only to a limited
extent eod hoped mo could explore them
further In the journels. I also too* pit-
ticuler interest $o *ether or not the sty-
dents hed other concerns mhich they eight
have been too inhibited to tome coealy.
from their jouroal respooses. I vould struc-
ture in-class ectivities that vould focus on
those coocerns.

Nifty of the studeots voiced fears In
their jouroel Writs about losing their tra-
ditional culture al they Wane Immersed In 4
new one, So, la class we discussed the coo-
cepts of tradition, civilisation, and test=
rnization and hog a group of people could be
influenced hy these. Through our discussion,
my students were able to see thst one can. In
fact, keep oae's pest alive, and that it Is
not wrong to serge botk cultures. 1 wes glad
that 1 had read their Purse entries before
the discussion, so that I could refer
directly to their concerns. Furthermore, the
discussion made sore sense to the studeots
than If 1 hid just come in fresh one dey with
questiofts about changing traditional culture;
our discussicm was given another dimension
became the students had hed an opportunity
to think and write about the topic first.

Sometimes the students asked questions
about what would be required of them in their
new home. Some were simple end streightfor-
ward: °Ooes every person in the U.S. oo to
the university?* Nut, however, wire wore
complex and it took a tot of time aod con-
sideration V3 form a response: °Do the
American girls need to get serried mith
*sone? Or another refugee?' Whee I responded,
1 wide it clear to the student that 1 could
only write from et, own experleoce or bias;
soother person might answer very differently.
Often the students mould meke statements such
as: °All Americans respect honesty, isn't
that rightl° Thin we had to discuss the
issue so they could gat a eons realistic
view. 1 hoped they realized by the end that
there are very few questions that can be
answered in a cut-and-dried manner; to
generalize and stereotype makes things appear
deceptively simple. By the time the cycle
was over, I think most of them had realized
that in order to learn the truth of eny
matter, one must explore further.

Because of the Asian tradition of retain-
ing a certain formal distance between teacher
and student, 1 thought when 1 first began to

work with my students that I should not allow
myself to 9ot too close, toy fonilieriti
might dissolve the respect we felt for 0.0
other. Still, teimhers are homan beings sod
feel a kind of kinship with their students.
The teacher wain show this feeling in so
overt wiiyi it oust he expressed In subtle
ways, I found the journals good way of
building personal relationships mith NW stu*
dents. without having to embarrass ourselves
In sny may, we could carry on a special tele-
tionship through the written mord, this did
not lessen the respect betmeaa us; rather,
it heightened it. bociuso of this bond, ow
students tore gore willing to listen to me
and give of themselves in the class, and I
%as more genuinely willing to put as much

effort as 1 could into making it the best CO
class that it could be,

Lthis article it exterpted from so article
of the same title in Passel", a journal of
refugee education, Vol. I, Ro. 2 (Summer,
1306).]

Th
.L'AV'is-tigig=2"10

...are interactive word processors that help
a teacher create her half of a uritten con-
versetion--in English, Freoch or Spanish--
with any students. Whenever me engage in
face-to-face conversation, ve sigoal turn-
taking in many ways, but most often by saying
something end waiting for a response. With
the Otalwitakerp you can write to students
and the satiate mill leave °pauses° where
they ten respond later. before class, a
teacher uses the *Neuter disk to write a
string of both GENERAL and PERSONAL messages.
tater, one at a time, students °hold up their
end of the conversation° on the computer. As
soon aka student reacts to the teacher's
sequence of eassages, the computer prints out
a pleyscriptwith the teacher and that stu-
dent as the principal actors.

Bilingual English-Spanish and English-French
versions for Apple 11 computers, vOth a
User's Oulde about the program sod dialogue
journal writing in general, ere available
from Entertains for $49.95 at Box 342,
corolee.0y.eho.sea, CA 92007. Look for an
article en these egress in the nut TM*
Alf OrsTootir
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Moving Student* front Frozen to
Moro Creative Language ties

l.'s*: Need
la leiroing a foreign language, faoiliar

longue). patterns can be vital. Oor L.% sty-
dents oftnn find language patterns helpful
early In their learning, because they allow
them to produce lealuage with a Wee of
ecuomplishment end tft secure fooling thst
they are speaking correctly, feelings so
important Ian one is trying to become profi-
tient in another lariousge.

In reading the dialogoe Journals of qv
beginning ESL students, I often see evidence
of the relionte ea familiar leftism', pet-
terns, uhich my tel vtveral forma. Some
students begin with the basic, *What's your
name?* and 'My name is Wtry.° from this they
way move on to the use of *1 like...* pat-
teras--*I like to play ball,* el like
etc. Vita beginning swans wept Ws
as an eerty stool, of their developmeot, and
in qv responsos t attempt to boild on the
loom* that Is them.

Unfortunately, students can *stall oot*
on a pattern, and it VIO become a crutch.
leceele they are mot proficient in English,
they say have remained in ESL classes as they
moved from one grade to another, where they
have been Wight and retaught certain fixod
phrases and sentences until they are rein-
forced and almost automatic. They reach a
level of certainty uith parts of the langusee
that they know, end do not progress beyond
that. for example, one studoet of mine Who
truly loved writing In his Joursal would
write about some topic and then writw the
pattern, *I like.... *Oo you like...?' If
he told me about a gmme he had ploYod, hi
ended with, *I liked the 9100. 00 you like
the gamer Each dey was thn same with him,
telling me whatever it mks he hed oa his mind
tad then toting the same pattern. for this
student, the pattern tes very functionala
safe way to end one topic and keep writing
until he thought of another topic.

The use of patterns by this student has
cowed me to rethink mv origlool Mat,*
reaction toward tbe use of patterns and to
see that they can be functional at certain
steps in literacy development. liowevor, stu-
dents do need to neve out of using fIxed
language patteres to more creative language
use, and 1 believe that a teacher using
dialogs. Journals can assist in that develop-
ment. This can be done in several waysby

verying tne pattern, by adding dieteils V) the
original patttrn, by chinning the order of
the potterns, or ty introoircing new patterns
related to Moe toplcs--ell ways of supple-
ennting or breaking the pettern. When the
student erites scathing like, *1 like the
gems,* the teacher might ode e detail OM
the ore: *I con see you like the handball
gene. Time or location could be edded:
*Yes, you like the geme we pley et recess' or
*100-like the *ewe ** pity with the other
closs.* itevising the statement C40 alto help
to change the pattern while using the seep,
familiar vocabulary: *The handball gene Is
the one you like.' With more advanced stu-
cWnti. asking *Whir can encourage thew to
elaborate and use sort creative language:
giving them a choice can make understanding
and responding simpler: 'AY did You liko
the book? Was it funny? kiss it sad?'

Sometimes the teacher may simply sent to
respond to the student's but ute very
little of the student's impinge. ts in this
response to one of wy students:

Student:

Teacher:

Today I' play ball. /Wormy
I plev ball. The meet day t
lay ball.

Play ball le area i7. Ploy
olth the bents and gilds of oor
ifloon 11.

todag vou reed &bout the dap
of the week.

Alwv P will not te here thie
seek.

With these beginning students, new elemots
added to the student's original pattern and
new language that Is introduced need tol be
added with emenieg and In context, to aid In
the student's comprehension.

Dialogue Journels are en exmillent plats
to guide students in subtle ways amey fro*
frozen, familiar luaus,' patterns end to
move them along in their languege develop-
ment. Students have time to read, process,
and question if they do net understand. They
CIA review what they have road, *hick rein-
forces it and helps thew to capture end
retain new words and patterns. e

9
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COW111 NCI PO UNTATIONS

Oialogoe journei ehd personal journel uriting

were well represented at the ItSOL Convestion

In Whelp, California, In March, wiin three

different etisiehe.

I. "Perspectives on Journal Writ1141
Rfeeerth end Prectice*

This 44y-lone collogilum consisteo of is
papers. two were &bout permit jokimolinç .
an eteptetion of Ira Progoff's Interilve

Journal Process;

Ceeteat for collaboration; Totters and

students writing tooethee
Coons Jericho San Francisco Stets Univ.
Lauren Venni, Ale:any Commonity Colleee

Discusses the way that writing and
staring jourftel eatries along with stu
dents chews the teacher's role from
simply teacher and evaluator to fellow

writer, end also chenges basic teethe
perceptions &bout writing.

°The journal as genre*
Tamara Lucas, Stanford University

Discusses personal journal writing as a

ewe with its own set of conventioes.
in a class in which personal joureal

writing is central, students and teethe
negotiate and begin to internalite these
conventions over time, although they are
never articulated as such it the begin-

ning.

Four papers were ebout dielogee journal
writing, with ESL elementary students;

°Dialogue journal writing sad the acquisi-

tion of English grammatical morphology*
Joy Kreeft Peyton, Center for APPlfsd

Linguistics

Shows patterns of grammatical acquisi-
tion in the dialogue joureal firkin, at
sixth graders, beginning English
learners. Althovgh the joermals were
used strictly for coemualcetiom Mtn mo
focus on erampatical accuracy, students
deeonstrated increased 4C4W1104 la the
use of certain grammatical forms over a

year's tins.

10

and with hesrinviepsired students:

*Coherence in desf stuoents' writing*
40M Albert:0i, Wiwi Technical

Institute for the Deaf

Uvews sow students' lalom Journal
writing can damonstrete tneir use of

orginitation and cohesion In written
test, sod trouts that sot* writing cell

foster lenguana objectivity and metalin.

owtstic awareness, es a teacher responds

ego to what a student has seld WS AM
It oas 146-; in a Wwerestional Oh--
teat:

*The dialoeue journal and re-conceived cur-

Holum theory'
*wit hitstil*Uml, National lichnicel

institute for the Deaf

Suggests Ott dialogue journal writing
provides a bests for re-esamining basic
assunptions about the teals of educa-
tion, the nature of student-teacher
reletionships, the purpose of writing,
end judgments about oliet constitutes
°good' writing.

*Dialogue journals and the interactive
teaching of reading'

Margeret *Worth, Gallaudet College

In courses that involve extensive read-

ing, dialogue journal writing provides

forum for determining what schemata
students ere bringing to the text, for

bringing student perceptions sore
closety in line with the meaning of the

text, and for yodelling reading strata-

gilts end suggesting altereative strate-

gies that students Mont use.

2. *leading for Cultural insights: The Usi

of the Dialog Journal in tte LI

Classroom*
Margaret S. Steffens**, Illinois State

University

Cam the dialogue journal be used to
teach ESL students about Merlon
allure sad Wrote thelr rfailmil old
composition stills slemIteneousty?
Steffeasen investigates this epistle*

(Contimeed om p. It)
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an Intersediate ESL course at ISO, usino
regional (level es the basis for a

seeester.loog dialog *bout the culture
of the Midwest, Where the stedents mere
studying. Teo underoradoetes oorolled
in oo ESL composition 400,40 speot twe
040,11 a meet mediae Wiliam Niewell's

omd ante,
a r jeuroa 1, At the sod

of the meet, the joureals were collected
(god Steffensen end a teething *UMW
respooded V) the entries, Later stu.
dents reed end dialoeued about ',bort 14
Parkee# # *Kenitra
UM.
141#04tat took several different forms.
Students' question, which ranged from

the literal to inferential, w)re
entered, end amy errors In interprets.
*ion of the text addressed. The
instructors also asked *mations that
decoureged the students V) compere noti .
rations ood octions In the novel to what
would be home] *ad appropriste in their
own coheres. ly asking studeots to
interpret the behavior of 'aloes char.
actors on the basis of American mans,
they probed *doer levels of lofereoc.
100. Maly, they 04theraged Stelhati
to evaluate characters and to riespood
effectively to them,

At the end of the semester, stedeots
completed a 11.1tem attitude scale.
Their responses indicated that they felt
they had seined a *sober of bemefits
from the cease, locleding greater
cultural insitat mod improved skill In
realm writimg lad stetting.
Retpooses also showed thet they hod
enjoyed the course. While this method
should be studied father, particelarly
to eemitify the gains mode lo roadie,
and composition, this Is ao Interesting
application of the dialog journal that
others might went to explore,

3. Wog journals la ESL compositioo
classes"'

Mergaret 1, graves, too Stets
Dolversity

Me dtd met get ma abstract of this pre-
seetatiom, bet it ues shoat dialogee
jamas. Write to Aerostat Graves
for *tells, o

NOTISPROMMUIRO

Chet tbout keeping a dialopue :journal
with tomeofte we work with, wOo is trylog to
learn tnglitill Rosemarie MOWN a +media,
specialist for the Montgomery 04, County
Schools, found her best opportunity to try
out the dialoeve journel at home rather thao
at school, with the 00004 AO helps her clean
her Mote onto a meek. Since Rosemarie is
gooe most of the time, there Is little oppor .
tunity for conversation, %Ott who belioVe
that writing should mot, fodeed twat, be
acquired apert Irvn acquiring the ability to
urite_with **(Ace' And personal OP0**100
v111 01,4 t$14 difiniwi'voof ifteeed.

Rosemarie writtsi 1.onnie has tried for
U.S. cal/0001p, but has beim wools to pots
the writteo test, She Mefil only as a house.
maid, sod has very little contact with English

smitten. Here era the first entries of our
dialogue journel; !wrote first after 1
explaihed it to her orally,'

reiday, April it, 1000
told 100 shoot how writio, to so avow

wok ass help eoer abflltp co speak aglise.
it would like to IN the Use soil psi it it
really voths

PAW, time goo soot on Them% take a
tow sametos to mai mg mots amd write aft

&sower. It is 046 to ash qualities, or AAO.Or

AV questions. Jt is Olt to write Most mhos
gos did ohm go* **to littie of shout some-
thiag that is Impostast to gos. mover se
eight below this mote aid I wIU writs tome
to pos.
C. fty 7, 1000
I asks at Uwe ',Look but get op at trio*
thong, neon to bathroom to ass oaf lase,
wish trey watioar aid soap, &Ad aloansr goo
tee sal mai aog hair aid meow Woad I
look An the stow a hoestital Welt? I ask
to Coast do goo hew that beatitai galt10
Va tato soy diet. loaves go to the thaws ani
get sag hasattfast, pet io heti Pam Or OW
perms *ad get amp kegs, olos the aparemit
dbot.4 oath to oar, ami got to Awl wovk....

Cemol's first entry certainly shoos the
unfortinate inflows of lostrection in °mow
Vs write,' bet in the midst of the predict.
able maratioe a( ber doe there is a glimpse
of the self ready to bast forth. Ara die-
lope Jeereal that Wins with this kind of
epee expression, amd hes a Willey listener
like Nosenarie as as Mime, will mot oety
Increase the writer's fleemcy sad coherence
bet cam Teed to the kind of competeece in
esimg erittem lessees as a reflection of
ourselves that we all hope for. e
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(Continued from p. 2)

This afforded me the opportunity to explain
some adult actions which seemed unjustified
at first glance.

As a result of this experience in journal
writing, my class eventually began thinking
as a class, not merely as individuals striv-
ing to meet their own needs. They began to
accept each other and actually could laugh
together at their own shortcomings and some-
times outrageous behaviors.

Upon reflection, I have concluded that
dialogue journals are definitely a benefit
for me. They enabled me to understand so
much more about my students and the reasons
for their actions. By the time the year
ended, I felt very close to them. Although

many of my non-contract hours were spent
writing to ay students, I knew something very
important was happening each time ue
corresponded.

A Principal's View of Dialogue Journals
Jan Mulvaney, former Prind pal,

Bucknell Elementary, Fairfax CPS

"What can I try next? I've tried every
teaching, behavioral and classroom management
strategy I know and nothing is working with
this class! What do you suggest I DO?" If

you are a principal, you may have heard these
questions recently. If you're a teacher, you
may have asked them.

Over the past seven years as I have
worked in a variety of support roles to
teachers, I have frequently needed another
"trick in my bag" to offer teachers as an
alternative to use in the daily challenge of
meeting the needs of students. At the
beginning of last year, I became interested
in dialogue journals when I was seeking
alternatives to suggest to a teacher whose
sixtn grade class was presenting unique con-
cerns. [See the article "Yes, Teacher,
There Is Hopei," by Mary Austin in this
issue.] The traditional techniques and
"tried and true strategies" that had always
worked for this teacher, or for me, in pre-
vious settings were not working!

3

As I listened to an explanation of how
dialogue journals ccmld be used to improve
classroom communication, py mind immediately
jumped to the possibility of suggesting
dialogue journals for this particular class-
room, where the need was to create cohesion
and some ccepatibility among the students. I

explored the idea with the classroom teacher
and our counseling resource teacher, and we
decided to order a set of blank journals and
begin as soon as they arrived.

From my perspective as a principal,
dialogue journals Bade the aajor difference
for this class. They provided the structure
for these benefits to emerge:

Students began viewing their teacher as
a caring individual who was working to sup-
port them, instead of as an authority figure
trying to control them.

A respectful rapport and understanding
between students was developed.

Class problems were resolved in a posi-
tive way.

Each student received support in a very
personal, positive way.

These classroom benefits brought further
positive results; most important were fewer
behavioral problems being referred to the
notice and a positive, confident teacher able
to handle a very difficult situation at a
high level of'professionalism.

Obviously, the teacher of this classroom
is due much credit for her openness and
willingness to try a new strategy, and for
giving her time.and energy to respond to each.
entry. I saw the time she spent as an
excellent investment, because it created the
improved student behavior which allowed her
to do the job she,was hired to do--teachl

I have added dialogue journals to my list
of alternatives which I can offer teachers
when the circumstances, and the individual
teacher's needs and personality, seem appro-
priate. I find it is the kind of viable
option which results in positive changes for
both teachers and students.



The Safety Valve

Cyntly Shelton

Huntington Park High School. LAUSD

I have been using dialogue journals in my
senior high school English classes for the
past three years. I do not correct the
writing in the journals, but I do give stu-
dents points for the amount they writeOn
addition, they mey turn them in %ten they
wish, and we do not have a certain amount of
time each period for journal writing.

I have found numerous benefits to me, the
teacher, that are not ser se related to the
students writing improvement. First, I have
noticed that I am able to develop a much
closer relationship to all of my students
than time would permit in the classroom
without using the journals. Second, I find
that I can use the journals fOr behavior
modification - -theirs and mine.

Many of my students are intimidated by
me. I'm big, blonde, and brash, and worst of
all, I'm loud. While they are often hanging
on every word I say, many would die rather
than talk to me. However, many of them love
"talking" in the journals. Some of them will
make a comment in the journal about %tat %ent
on in class that I know they would not feel
comfortable saying out loud.

Some of the students in my fourth period
this last semester, for example, loved to
goad me into talking about sexism - -I had an
unusually vehement, macho bunch of senior men
in the class.

I found that students who would not join
into the discussion would comment on the
discussion in their journal entries. The
women, who seldom vocally supported my views,
would write about their thoughts on the sub-
ject. One young woman started to explore her
boyfriend's reaction to her working and his
double standards. One of the young men who
agreed with part of what I had to say con-
tinued to try to correct "the errors of my
weyward thinking" by quoting other teachers
and different material that he was reading.

The second clear benefit to me is that
students %to are frustrated with me or the
class have some place to vent their frustra-
tion. The journals are safe. The ones who
are upset with me find out quickly that while
I usually fight back with thou- -via the
journals - -1 will.not let what they say in the
journal affect what I sey to them in class.

My seniors must write a term paper Which
I find as frustrating to teach as they do to

I find as frustrating to teach as they do to
learn. Our mutual frustration causes a high
stress level during that tine. As they
research, I have them check with me to make
sure that they are doing the process the way
I want them to do it. One student resented
the way I wanted Va check each step and tried
to confront me on it in class. I would not
let him argue about it dur4:19 class time - -it
was a time-waster and dcrimental to the edu-
cational environment for the others. In his
journal he raged every day for two weeks
about how childish the checks were and how he
refused to do them, but he did turn in the
paper--albeit without the checks--and passed
the class.

Another student, Hector, virtually
screamed at me in his journal for several
days after the first progress report because
he felt his journal should have earned more
points. At one point, he asked a series of
questions that I didn't mswer; he then wrote:

I'm not trying to change my grade Ay
expressing my opinion. You know me
better than that. I think your
missing the point, I notice you only
anewer the questions that concern you
not the journal.

I wrote back:
rm not going to be dictated to by an
18-year-old with a bad attitude. You
don't want information; you want to
attack. So luss off.

His answer:
Bszszsmaxxxxx. I'm 17 years of age.
Enough of these bellicose oomnunioa-
time. l' did some extra aredit - -its
a so ,n, so poem. There bat be more
by Monday but this ones really to
cover up if I get a bad grade.

Hy response:
God, 11m glad that is over! I have
trouble staying mad.

I love that exchange. And it is indica-
tive of the value of the journal as a tool of
real communication. I think teachers and
students spend too much time together not to
get angry with one another. It is vital to
give students the right--and the right
place--to blow off steam. I believe that
using the journal as a safety valve is one of
its most important uses.

[Cyndy Shelton is spending this school year
as a teacher-researcher with the UCLA Writing
Project, studying her own use of dialogue
journals.]



Dialogue Journals in Marketing Education
- Kathy AndersenSmith

Broadneck SHS, Annapolis

In an effort to implement a useful
approach to my school's writing across the
curriculum program, last year I began using
dialogue journals with my Marketing Education
Work Experience students. Rather than find-
ing this approach the burden on me that I
anticipated, the experience of dialoguing
with my students has been enlightening and
enjoyable for myself, and I believe it has
proved to be a good educational experience
for them.

Most important, our dialogues have helped
me achieve a number of st goals for this
class. The dialogue journal has helped me
keep closer tabs on the work lives of my stu-
dents. It has helped me to know each student
in ways I might not have within the con-
straints of the classroom. Dialoguing has
helped me to advise and-counsel students on a
variety of topics including future educa-
tional and career plans. Perhaps most
valuable to me as a teacher, the use of the
dialogue journals has enabled me to keep the
marketing education curriculum relevant to
the needs of the students through their feed-
back to me.

An example of a typical dialogue in my
class goes like this:

S: The work isn't that bad, but I definitely
nead more money and more hours. I would
like to find another job with more hours
and more my. I'm gonna continue to
look.

T: 4f you are going to continue to took,
have you considered keeping this job
during the day in order to get the
experience, and looking for another job a
couple of nights a week?

We continued to discuss this particular topic
for about three weeks until the student had
clarified in her own mind what she wanted to
do about her job.

I have found coupling students' dialogue
journal writing with Fridky wagebrecord
completion works effectively. Each Friday,
when the students enter class they pick up
their journals along with their wage folders.

They generally read qy comments and begin
writing in their journals; %ten the journal
writing is finished, they fill in their wage
record. Each week, I suggest a topic related
to their work experience, but always
encourage them to abandon the suggested topic
if they prefer only to address my comments,
discuss something important in their life or
an issue from class, critique recent activi-
ties, or just "jot down some thoughts."
About ttn to fifteen minutes of classtime is
needed for the combined tasks of journal
responses and recording of wage information.
When done, both journals and wage records are
returned to a locking file cabinet--assuring
the students of confidentality.

I have found that I am usually able to
read and react to about twenty journals in an
hour. As both my students and I become
accustomed to this kind of direct, informal
conversation, the time it takes to react to
journal comments tends to decrease.

One more comment *bout time--the dialogue
journals may take me an hour or so to respond
to once a week, but so much of the individual
counseling that once took up valuable class -
time is now accomplished through the dialogue
journals.

In their journals, my students have
shared with me such diverse issues as the
fear of crossing a bridge on the route to
work, future entrepreneurial plans, job
changes, distress over an upcoming family
move, and future educational plans. Even
though they can write about anything, the
majority of their comments are school- or
work-related. Those that aren't are usually
problems that affect the student's school and
work performance directly, and it's important
for me to know about them.

Being aware of the variety of issues that
are discussed by the students in their jour-
nals has definitely made me a more effective
teacher and work coordinator. In addition to
all the benefits for me in using dialogue
journals, I believe that these dialogues have
helped me create in the mind of the students
the image of the teacher as a human being who
has a life outside the classroom. 0



Time - The Greatest Gift We Can Give Another

leslee Reed

"Oh, yes, I'd love to do dialogue jour-
nals with my class but I just don't have the
time!"

How frequtntly I have'heard that--and so
has everyone who has spent some time explain-
ing dialogue journals to another teacher.
My first reaction is: "If you only knew utat
the investment in that time would be for you,
as well as your class, you couldn't afford
not to take the time."

Each of us has the same amount of time--
no question about that. Our choice lies in
the investment of our time which mill reap
the most good for us and our students in the
long run. Clearly, time in response to indi-
vidual journal entries adds up to an enormous
value to BOTH teacher and student.

Time has been called "the greatest gift
we can give another." A friendly chat lets
another know that you care because you have
taken time for them to say what it was they
wanted to tell you. But our young people
seldom have the total undivided attention of
an adult for the length of time they would
like. Parents are often busy uith homemaking
cares during the few hours when students are
home, teachers have many other students uto
want to be "heard" and commitments to
fulfill.

Of course, there are always those
'aggressive' individuals who make their ideas
known verbally in spite of the limited amount
of time available--and as a result, those who
are less demanding are left feeling even more
frustrated because they were not able to add
to or refute utat was being said. Faced with
this, all of us would certainly agree that
the ideal would be ten minutes each day
devoted to each student as an individual,
without any distraction. Not only could we
allow each student to tell us what is on his
or her mind, but the student would be helped
by the very process of anticipating the
opportunity, and formulating the message to
be shared. With a class of 35, that would
take about 5.8 hours. Absolutely impossiblel

Yet it is just this "impossible" that

dialogue journals manage to provide for those
willing to take the time --not six hours but
30 minutes to an hour each day at my level
(elementary).
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Teachers may understand the benefits to
students, but wonder of what value it is to
them. Early in our educational careers, we
learned the basic principle of immdiate feed-
back or response to stimulate the learner's
active thinking and motivation. We assume
that principle applies only to our students.
Yet as working individuals, we also need this
daily stimulation, this immediate feedback,
to keep us fresh, vital, and to give us a
deep sense of knowing that we are essential
to the educational process. The daily
responses through dialogue journals do just
that!

Unfortunately he Spend too much time in
meetings that dull our thinking, annoy us and
make us feel that time has been wasted. Here
is an antidote to those feelings--real
response, genuine feelings and the variety
and challenge that only a wide-awake group of
students can provide. After a long, often
difficult day, writing in the journals is a
catharsis which leaves me feeling good about
myself, stimulated by what was written, and
eagerly thinking ahead about doing what I
enjoy so much--having real contact with real
learners.

For those teachers whose real stumbling
block is mountains of papers to grade, I say,
"Of course, but have you taken a good look at
your grading process and assessed its real
value to the students and to you?" There are
ways of structuring your class so that the
accountability of the assigned task is so
clear and specific that your "grading" time
is tut way down, and student self-evaluation
time is increased. Value of time spent on
each of your tasks, relative to its worth to
the student and teacher, becomes the equation
for creating the time you need.

Taking the time for dialogue journals not
.only benefits my students; it serves to vali-
date me as a teacher and learner. Such a
worthwhile investment!

[LESLIE REED is the Los Angeles sixth
grade teacher whose use of dialogue journals
was discovered and studied by Stilton, Shuy,
and Kreeft in the original NIE-sponsored
study (1982) and in a second NIE study of ESL
students (Kreeft, Sbuy, Staton, Reed and
Morroy, 1985). These studies resulted in the
widespread understanding and dissemination of
the concept and practice. She continues to
provide readers with her expert, sensitive
views on dialogue journal use and benefits.]
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RESEACH ON TEACEIER STRATEGIES

Exploring the Effects of Glib Responses

to Journal Entries

- Rob Tierney, Ohio State University

I had two reasons for wanting t9 ex0ore
the use of dialOgue journals in mg undergrad-
uate language arts class. I wanted to intro-
duce dialogue journals to them, and I wanted
to explore what would happen when my respon-
ses were more or less sincere. From my
observations of peer response groups,
teacher-student conferences and evaluative
comments on student papers, I recognized that
teachers often responded in different ways
(at different times) to students, and that
some students never paid much attention to
those sets of comments which tended to be
almost glib (e.g., "good work. I liked the
way you developed your topic"; or "needs some
work").

To explore with my.students the effect of
different types of responses, I decided to
systematically vary the way I responded to
their entries. I chose three response pat-
terns: glib, personal and reflective. A
glib response is one that is similar to the
-10-tb 15 word responses that I (and, I
believe, many teachers) tend to compose. For
example, a glib response to a student's con-
cern might involve one or two insubstantial
statements pertaining to what was discussed.
A personal response involved sharing personal
ei0EFFIRfas or views which paralleled those
of the students. I would often talk about my
own experiences as a teacher, writer or stu-
dent. For example, in response to one of my
student's descriptions of their initial
attempts to conference with a student, I
discussed some of my own successful and
unsuccesiful attempts. Reflective responses
involved the use of questions which were
intended to have the students think about,
explain or elaborate upon certain ideas. For
example, a reflective response to a student's
description of a teaching encounter might
involve some reactions, but would be mainly
questions encouraging the student to think
more about what happened.

Over the course of the semester, we wrote
back and forth at least ten times. To exam-
ine the effects of my different response
patterns,.I assigned students to one of six
possible combinations. Some students

received personal response patterns V3 three
letters, then reflective followed by glib;
other-students received reflective followed
by personal and then glib; yet others began
with glib, and so on.

What happened? It depended on the type
of ntsponse'the student received. Students
who received personal and reflective respon-
ses were eager to write back to me. They
felt as if I had responded to their concerns
and addressed their explicit and implicit
questions; they became more involved in the
course. At the same time, their confidence
as writers grew.

If a student received a glib response,
his or her desire to write back diminished.
Some complainehat they did not know What
to sey and, in fact, the amount of writing
they generated lessened. Interestingly, stu-
dents did not complain about receiving this
type of response unless they had received
some which mere either personal or reflec-
tive prior to the.glib response. The
following letter from one of my students will
give you a feel for how students macted to
glib responses once they had experienced
other kinds of responses.

Rob,
In your response to my esoond letter

(ooncerningfeedbaok), you said you don't
know if you give good feedback. Melt, to be
truth/14o Iiwas disappointed at your response
to Kw third letter (about the oomn). Your
response was "NO, too. Thanks Pr sharing
your writing. I love the mean, too." As
soon as I read that I thought "Is that ant"
I felt as if I had presented a problem (my
diftioulty in Aguring out a uzy to record
what I had everienotd). I understand that
you are not Dear Abby: rkish that you could
have either shared a similar experienae or
suggested some possible solutions. I have
been pleased with your feedback on my first
and second letters. I was just disappointed
with this Last one.

Laurie
P.S. I hope that you don't think I am too
direct.

(Please note that although my response was
somewhat personal, it was very brief and
lacked any substantial response to her
concerns.)

Toward the end of the semester, we took
time out to reflect upon the use of dialogue

(Continued on p. 8)
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(Continued from p. 7)

journals and I told them.how I had purposely
varied the responses I gave. As we discussed
what happened, we agreed that the journals
enabled us to address a variety of concerns
and issues which ctherwise would have gone
unexplored. It enabled us to establish a
form of communication. From my perspective,
it proved to be invaluable for counselling
students who were contemplating dropping out
of the program. They were relieved to
discover that I was not as insincere as my
occasional glib responses would suggest and
that,,in fact, I had as much difficulty com-
posing them as they had receiving them.
Indeed, the experience of receiving a glib
comment would not be forgotten. Hest impor-
tantly, many of us realized that these
encounters with glibness had cured us of
responding this way to others.

Just as a sidenote, the findings I have
described prompted me to ask another ques-
tion. Would elementary school children
embrace journals and be equally susceptible
to the effects of various kinds of responses?.
In a follow-up study at the elementary level,
the children %ere even more sensitive to the
various responses they received.

Mapping Conversational Roles

In Dialogue Writing

- Martha K. Dolly, Frosiburg State Collage

Researchers have long been studying %tat
goes on between teachers and students in
classrooms, including teachers' uses of
questioning to control classroom interaction.
A new and froaising area of study is interac-
tion in dialogue writing, which allows both
partners to use a wider variety of strategies
and language functions than is possible in
the classroom. My dissertatio research pro-
poses a means of mapping dialogue journal
interaction so we can evaluate how fully we
are encouraging our students to participate
in shaping the written dialogue.

We know from.research and experience that
dialogue writing allows students an opportun-
ity to develop language abilities they don't
often get a chance to practice in the class-
room: to pursue topics of their own choosing
(even questioning the teacher in the process)
and to learn to extend and manage discourse,
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both oral and written. But there seems to be
a great deal of variation in the amount of
responsibility students assume. Some stu-
dents readily nominate and pursue topics
(often soliciting input from the teacher),
while others prefer to rely on their (perteps
quite willing) partner to determine the
direction of the conversation. One teenage
girl from Spain apologized at the end of one
brief entry: "I don't know what to tell you
because you didn't ask anything else."

No.speaker, native or non-native, can
truly participate in a conversation, written
or oral. by merely responding to the other
partner. Each participant must solicit input
as well as respond appropriately. Each must
be milling to acknowledge lack of comprehen-
sion and take steps to repair it. To
encourage students to engage more fully in
managing the dialogue and negotiating
meaning, we eight begin by looking at the
conversational roles each is playing. For
example, in comparing two "successful' con-
versations, I discovered that one young min
was playing a variety of conversational roles
(initiating, responding, reacting, and
repairing), while the other was primarily a
prolific responder who seemed to be stuck in
that role. -

My dissertation suggests a method of ana-
lyzing moves and assessing conversational
roles. It focuses on two main move cate-
gories: advancing (initiating, responding,
reacting) and repairing (identifying and
addressing problems of language and meaning).
The same moves are available to both part-
ners, but each partner usually prefers some
moves to others. By mapping the moves across
entries, we can determine how, and how fully,
each partner is participating and perhaps
encourage some students to take on a wider
variety of roles.

I believe this project will be helpful to
teachers using dialogue journals with a
variety of student populations, since all
successful dialogue writing requires the
active participation of both partners. The
subjects of this study are twelve adult ESL
students (representing seven native lan-
guages). In my teaching, I use dialogue
journals primarily with American foreign
language and freshman composition students,
and I expect my findings to help me dialogue

(Continued on p. 9)
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more effectively with them as well as with
the ESL students. The purpose of the study
is not to suggest that there is any one
optimal balance of roles but to provide an
analytical procedure that others can adapt to
their own situations, to foster the kind of
student-teacher interaction that to them
seems most appropriate. I hope this project
will contribute to our growing understanding
of the value of dialogue writing.

Research on Dialogue Journals - NEXT ISSUE

Doing research, especially on dialogue
journals, can be lonely and frintrating at
times--but there are both hope and help in
finding out what others have done. We want
to increase the "networking° mong people Who
have started to do good work on attributes or
effects of dialogue journal communication.
The informal "research network" this news-
letter makes possible mdght give you someone
to talk to about your work, and it will allow
us to refer other people to you who want to
know about the area in which you are most
interested (and probably expert!).

Next issue will be devoted to (actually,
taken over by) summaries of the most recent
research we know about - -especially studies
that are now in progress. If you don't think
we know about YOUR work, send us a 250-300
word summary by February 15, 1987. We'll try
to include as many as possibfe.

Some of the new work-in-progress we do
know about includes research on the possible
benefits of dialogue journals with high-risk
adolescent students, with high school writers,
learning handicapped students, and first
grade students. There are also several
excellent completed studies on the develop-
ment of "voice" and on language development
of ESL children.

A REMINDER: If you can't wait, remember
that the BACK ISSUES includes an up-to-date
publications list and abstracts of all the
completed dissertations that we.know about.

"interactive" Writing with Computers:
One Solution to the Time Problem

- Dennis Wets. Haw England SESC
Univorsity of Hartford

Editor's Mote: With the outgrowth of me-
putere in public schools, more and more
teachers are booming oomputer literate, and
even oomputitrdefundent. Dialogue journals
certainty con bs dans on oomputers as ramditv
as with paper and pewit. Mow there is a new
saftwrs progranatunabli tuned mum
AMMER, developed bg our friends Connie
Sacral Margaret AUL, and Jim Lewin (af
0050), far use as a canaostant sofas for
interactive uriting on oomputers. V. are
eepeoiatty pleased to be able to tope Dennis
Sayers describe DIALOG MAUR for us.

Interactive word processing can offer
teachers one workable solution to the
challenge of how to "make time" far dialogue
journals in their classrooms. The DIALOG
MAKER is an interactive word processor that
helps a teacher create her half of a "written
conversation" with each member of a large
group of students. Bilingual English-Spanish,
and English-French versions for Apple II com-
puters are available frms InterLearn, a soft .
ware publishing cooperative which is based at
the University of California-San Diego.

"Interactive" is an overworked term in
discussions of computer technology, espe-
cially tiresome whenever it stands for little
more than pushing a single key in response to
a programmed stimulus. This use--or rather,
abuse--of the word is particularly insulting
for all of us who are committed to the per-
sonal and pedagogical value of truly interac-
tive writing. In what sense, then, is the
DIALOG MAKER really interactive?

The DIALOD-WER promotes the dialogue
journal process by helping a teacher to blend
two kinds of messages--general and persoiiM7
to many students. !Imagine this situation.
Before class, a teacher writes A GENERAL
message to the whole group about a shared
experience--say, a field trip. Next, she
writes PERSONAL messages to each student, and
closes with a GENERAL message to all stu-
dents.

9
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Later, students will individually *hold
up° their end of the (written) conversation
on the computer. As soon as a student has
responded to the string of GENERAL, PERSONAL
and GENERAL messages, the confuter prints out
a pleyscript--featuring the teacher and that
student as the principal factors.

For exanple, when Maria sits down at the
computer to read and to respond to uhat her
teacher has written the night before, she
sees:

Ws. Rainer IT As field trip to the
museum ate suoh a treat. It's great to get
away from &Moot sometimes, isn't itt lha
dinosaur exhibit reminded me of models of
reptiles I used to bitiVi--only huge! r alio
thought they did a neat job of explaining how
ocean oursnte uork--that *ma my 1h:wr4te
exhibit by far.

Maria doesn't realize it, but this is a
GENERAL message the teacher has sent to all
her students. lhe DIALOG MAKER pauses for
Maria to write back. Maria signals when she
is done, and then she reads this list of
options on the screen:

1 Nathan
2 Maria
3 Ivette

19 Judi
20 Edgar

Choose (1..20):

%en Maria selects *2,0 the DIALOG MAKER will
show the PERSONAL message the teacher wrote
her and will pause for Maria V3 write her
reactions. (Let's N)T peek.at the selections
not written to her--after all, it is
private!)

Finally, Maria answers the teacher's
closing GENERAL message. The printout of her
dialogue with the teacher has a personal
touch, as will the dialogue with each other
student. Of course, the teacher gets a
printout of each pleyscript, which she will
read before starting the next round of
writing with the DIALOG MAKER.

Veteran °dialogue journalers° mill appre-
ciate how this approach to interactive writ-
ing facilitates working with large groups.

The teacher in the example ebove, by adding
two general massages to twenty personal ones,
has tripled, the amount of writing each stu-
dent can respond to. Indeed, there ARE occa-
sions uhen we mould uelcome each student's
reaction to a general message, but how pony
of us balk at writing the same thing twenty
timesuor twenty different ways--to each and
every one of our pupils? Often, ve must
choose to ignore commonalities, keeping our
dialogue journals at a strictly individual
level.

Let's return to the term interactive word
processing. Most teachers by now are aware
of the educatioeal potential of word pro-
cessing, end many have incorporated this
general-purpose computer tool into their
teaching. Yet very few educators have heard
of interactive uord processing. The concept
is quite simple: Essentially, a uord pro-
cessor is linked to a program that acts es a
writing coach. AA interactive word processor
is designed to offer a range of suggestions
or °writing prompts°--and then to pause and
wait for the teacher or student to write
SZE17.

Now the DIALOG MAKER interacts with the
teacher and uith students in distinct ways.
The DIALOG MAKER is a °permanent° program
that a teacher uses to design another
°disposable° program for her students, uhich
is eventually removed after the last student
writes back. In other uords, the DLALOG
MAKER offers the teacher °journal uriting
prompts° in English, French or Spanish) to
assist her in creating a series of conver-
sational openers. At the same time, the
OLALOG MAKER literally writes a computer
program for the teacher by inserting
programming symbols that will °pause° for the
studeets to respond later.

When using the disposable program, each
student sees only the writing prompts typed
by the teacher--in the form of her authentic
messages that invite writing. The resulting
chain of interactions closely resembles the
give-and-take of a spoken conversation, espe-
cially in its final pleyscript form.

(For more information about purchasing
Dialog Maker, write:

Interlearn
Box 342
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA 92007

Current price is $109.95 and requires an Apple
with two disk drives.)
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Notes from the Field

These dialogue journal entries, submitted
by Phillip Venditti and Robert Bthruth from
their dialogues with ESL students at Austin
Comunity College, show two important aspects
of dialogue journals with adults learning
English as a second league,: They change
and improve the student-teacher relationship
end they provide a wonderful place to discuss
information and adsunderstandings. These
entries occurred as students and teacher
began reflecting on their experience at the
end of the semester.

Ben: Sy diog jOurnat the relationship
between toushat and etudente got sore
impropmevnt. It increases our tederstanding
mph other, change. the old traditions. It
is as if hau WM our otassuates. IdWn't
know about merioan students. 10 Ohba, aux.
dents ars afraid when they are talking with
teachers. Mors or tees timy Pet nerves.
But in your alms* 1 never fHt that. I av
very glad to have your etas..

* * * *

roday to ay oo-uorker's birthday.
SU had a party in the oonpany's ogfeteria.
eau her ;vaporing the party with her

fri4id. Iwo, in the cafeteria but l' didn't
know that it was her party until I got back
to work. l' wasn't invited to the party.
Mhen IN= bsok to the chrefeteria for a break

r working time, the party was over *very
kW cleaned up. She dams to me and

asked "Dtd you get apieve pf oaker ifyou
werewne, what do you think about her? Wit

home been working tvrthes, for a long time.
Is it a normal ow to ask others if they want
to have the poet of a oaks?

Teacher: Mat happened sag have tool the
matt afal04maiderstamang. Maybe ehe
evemd cU ef her friovds to Mot come
without inviting them. 14 your country it
may bs neoeseary to invite eaoh person, but
if this was just an inform:it gathering she
may not have invitarcnyons. ri you think
she is your friend why don't you ask her?
Nrheps she ie wondering why you dtdn't dome
to oat oaks as twit/

16622MIURIED211.110e/thaitlohlikalign

Or. 8111 Stokoe (fonmerly of the Linguis-
tics Research Laboratory, Gallaudet College)
has sent on to us this letter.

Dear Bill,

Two summers ago, I took a course troam you
that entailed keeping a dialogue journal. AA
unexpected trip to Japan nipped off the end
of the course and I turned in the journal
late after returning. You made the generous
sugoestion that perheps parts of itparts
about the trip to Jepan--could be published.
Almodt entirely beceuse of your suggestion, I
sent a segment (a bit rewritten) to The Wash-
ington Post. It was in last Sunday's paper.

So thanks, thanks, thanks. And thanks.

Sincerely,
Cathryh Carroll

ITS YOURTURN NOWt Using Dislosueoloureals,
with liseriertmpelred Students

by Cody Wet. Sutton Suits,
man gabodtiort, and Una Suton

AT LAST, one of the teveral handbooks on
dialogue journals is IN PRINT. It's Your
Turn *owl, for teachers of elemaiiiiir1R7-
iarsecoty students, hearing-impaired Ornot,
is on the affective use of dialogue journals
to open new paths for communication, language
growth, and understanding.

The handbook is full of wonderful
examples of how very young children can get
started in mritten dialogues. healer
questions and answers, frustrations and suc-
cesses are reviewed in a prectical, direct
way, and a theoretical sumnary lt included.

Three of the co-authors are teachers at
Collaudet's Kendall Demonstration Elementary
School and /Wel Secondary School sod have
drawn on their extensive classroom experience
using dialogue journals.

TO ORDER: Cost is $9.95 * $1.50 post. (Post-
age for Can., Alas., Hew., Carib., $4.50;
Overseas, $6.003

Send check or completed purchase order to:
Outreach Products
KOES FAS 61S
Oallaudet
Washington, DC 20002

OR PHONE, toll-free: 800/672-7720, Ext. 5341
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Editorial and Subscription Policy.
-A Hsu Thoughts

DIALOGUE started out as an informal means
for communicating about the use of dialogue
journals with otner reseambers, Withers and
educators. It has grown without aRy publi-
city from a freebie sent to 100 people in the

ming of 1962 to2 400 paid subscribers from
USR and 16 other countries by 1986. NU

have tried to keep the list to a manageable
number, and hope that our secondary reader-
ship is much larger through waxing and
sharing the copies.

Some readers have been interested in
seeing DIALDGUE grow into a full-fledged
journal (Celled THE DLRLOGUE JOIMAL,
obviously]. The idea is tempting, but so far
the balance has tipped In favor of keeping
the newsletter the way it Is for now. One
major reason Is that vie know that DIALOGUE is
actually read, unlike the journals uhich
inevittbli-fit put am cur shelves *for later*
after a quick scan of the contents. So for

the omen we plan to stay vith a neusletter
format rather than expand, and to concentrate
oa further loprovements in layout, graphics
tad:other features to wake it even nore
readable mad lively.

Our subscription fee covers only the cost
of primting mad eallieg, Uhich are increasing
even without tne inpronments *a 'have
planned. in 1987 the subscription price will
double to $6.00 for three issues a year
(spring, fall and winter, aliOranlaltnly). HO
hope that is still a bargain.

Me still maltose short articles aad let-
ters from all of you, and are interested In
suggestions for future issues. Contributions
are especially uelcomed ich would fit in
with the themes of the 1987 issues:

Research and research issues (spring. 1987)

Clessroom management and behavior (ummer/
Call, 1987)

Implications from the use of dialogue jour-
nals with deaf students (lintgr 1987)

DIALOGUE is the newsletter about the uses, benefits, mod theory of dialogue
--jaiRs, a practice of communicating in writing about topics of mutual

interest through continuous, functioaal conversations between (usually)
learners and teachers. This newsletter provides an informal weans of
sharing information, ideas and concerns among those who ere using
dialogue journals mod studying their uses in the United States and in
other countries. It Is an outgrowth of too Rational Institute of
Education research grants to study dialogoe journal writing uith native
and non-native English speakers. The neusletter Is now produced mith par-
tial support from the Ceeter for taeguage Education and Research (CLEAR),
%tick is funded by the Office of Edecatioaal Research and Improvement of
the Department of Education. For information about dialogue journal
research and practical epplications or tho wort of CLEAR, write:
Dialogue, CLEAR, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1118 - 22nd Street, H.W.,
Washington, DC 20037.

DIALOGUE appears approximately three times a year, at a cost of $6.00 to
cover duplication and mailing. A volume of back issues is available for
$7.00. Hake checks peyable to Handbook Press.
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